
 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

TO:  The Coastal Resources Commission 
 
FROM: Christine A. Goebel, DEQ Assistant General Counsel 
 
DATE:  November 1, 2023 (for the November 9, 2023 CRC Meeting) 
 
RE:  Variance Request by Brian & Susan Shugart (CRC-VR-23-05) 
 
Petitioners Brian & Susan Shugart own property at 2206 East Yacht Drive in Oak Island. Their 
property is adjacent to the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (“AIWW”), which has a marked channel 
and right-of-way setback managed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”). While the 
right-of-way setbacks have not changed near the property, in 2013, the USACE took steps to 
strictly enforce prohibiting structures within their setback area. The waters of the AIWW at the 
property are a designated Primary Nursery Area by the Marine Fisheries Commission.  
 
Petitioners initially sought a pier structure similar in length to neighboring piers and received a 
2021 permit for a pier and fixed observation platform landward of the USACE setback after 
learning about the setback and the shallow PNA. The water depths at the setback are -1.2” mlw. 
Petitioners then proposed a structure without driven pilings within the setback where the USACE 
allowed floating structures. Petitioner applied for a CAMA Major Permit for an addition to the 
existing  platform which included two boatlifts landward of the setback with 18” stops and four 
fixed finger piers all landward of the setback, and a gangway to a floating platform that has 12 8” 
x 8” “table-top” legs on the bottom-side which will rest on the bottom (but not be driven) to support 
the floating pier 18” above the bottom within the setback. On August 18, 2023, DCM denied the 
application as being inconsistent with the Commission’s rules regarding “significant adverse 
impacts” to the shallow PNA as expressed by the Division of Marine Fisheries and other agencies. 
Petitioners now seek a variance from the Commission’s rules to develop their proposed dock 
expansion as proposed in their permit application.  
  
The following additional information is attached to this memorandum: 
Attachment A:  Relevant Rules 
Attachment B:  Stipulated Facts 
Attachment C:  Petitioner’s Positions and Staff’s Responses to Variance Criteria 
Attachment D:  Petitioner’s Variance Request Materials 
Attachment E:  Stipulated Exhibits including powerpoint 
 
cc(w/enc.):  Mousa Alshanteer & Alex Elkan, Petitioners’ Co-Counsel, electronically 
   Mary Lucasse, Special Deputy AG and CRC Counsel, electronically 
   Courtney Milliron, Oak Island CAMA LPO, electronically 
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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES                                                            APPENDIX A 

15A NCAC 07H .0201 ESTUARINE AND OCEAN SYSTEM CATEGORIES 

Included within the estuarine and ocean system are the following AEC categories:   

(a) estuarine waters;  
(b) coastal wetlands;  
(c) public trust areas; and  
(d) estuarine and public trust shorelines.   

Each of the AECs is either geographically within the estuary or, because of its location and nature, 
may affect the estuarine and ocean system. 

15A NCAC 07H .0203 MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE OF THE ESTUARINE AND 
OCEAN SYSTEM 

It is the objective of the Coastal Resources Commission to conserve and manage estuarine waters, 
coastal wetlands, public trust areas, and estuarine and public trust shorelines, as an interrelated 
group of AECs, so as to safeguard and perpetuate their biological, social, economic, and 
aesthetic values and to ensure that development occurring within these AECs is compatible 
with natural characteristics so as to minimize the likelihood of significant loss of private 
property and public resources.  Furthermore, it is the objective of the Coastal Resources 
Commission to protect present common law and statutory public rights of access to the lands 
and waters of the coastal area. 

15A NCAC 07H .0206 ESTUARINE WATERS 

(a)  Description.  Estuarine waters are defined in G.S. 113A-113(b)(2) to include all the waters of 
the Atlantic Ocean within the boundary of North Carolina and all the waters of the bays, sounds, 
rivers and tributaries thereto seaward of the dividing line between coastal fishing waters and inland 
fishing waters.  The boundaries between inland and coastal fishing waters are set forth in an 
agreement adopted by the Wildlife Resources Commission and the Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources and in the most current revision of the North Carolina Marine Fisheries 
Regulations for Coastal Waters, codified at 15A NCAC 3Q .0200. 

(b)  Significance.  Estuarine waters are the dominant component and bonding element of the entire 
estuarine and ocean system, integrating aquatic influences from both the land and the sea.  
Estuaries are among the most productive natural environments of North Carolina.  They support 
the valuable commercial and sports fisheries of the coastal area which are comprised of estuarine 
dependent species such as menhaden, flounder, shrimp, crabs, and oysters.  These species must 
spend all or some part of their life cycle within the estuarine waters to mature and reproduce.  Of 
the 10 leading species in the commercial catch, all but one are dependent on the estuary. 

This high productivity associated with the estuary results from its unique circulation patterns 
caused by tidal energy, fresh water flow, and shallow depth; nutrient trapping mechanisms; and 
protection to the many organisms.  The circulation of estuarine waters transports nutrients, propels 
plankton, spreads seed stages of fish and shellfish, flushes wastes from animal and plant life, 
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cleanses the system of pollutants, controls salinity, shifts sediments, and mixes the water to create 
a multitude of habitats. Some important features of the estuary include mud and sand flats, eel 
grass beds, salt marshes, submerged vegetation flats, clam and oyster beds, and important nursery 
areas. 

Secondary benefits include the stimulation of the coastal economy from the spin off operations 
required to service commercial and sports fisheries, waterfowl hunting, marinas, boatyards, repairs 
and supplies, processing operations, and tourist related industries.  In addition, there is 
considerable nonmonetary value associated with aesthetics, recreation, and education. 

(c)  Management Objective.  To conserve and manage the important features of estuarine waters 
so as to safeguard and perpetuate their biological, social, aesthetic, and economic values; to 
coordinate and establish a management system capable of conserving and utilizing estuarine 
waters so as to maximize their benefits to man and the estuarine and ocean system. 

(d)  Use Standards.  Suitable land and water uses shall be those consistent with the management 
objectives in this Rule.  Highest priority of use shall be allocated to the conservation of 
estuarine waters and their vital components.  Second priority of estuarine waters use shall 
be given to those types of development activities that require water access and use which 
cannot function elsewhere such as simple access channels; structures to prevent erosion; 
navigation channels; boat docks, marinas, piers, wharfs, and mooring pilings. 

In every instance, the particular location, use, and design characteristics shall be in accord with the 
general use standards for coastal wetlands, estuarine waters, and public trust areas described in 
Rule .0208 of this Section. 

15A NCAC 07H .0207 PUBLIC TRUST AREAS 

(a)  Description.  Public trust areas are all waters of the Atlantic Ocean and the lands thereunder 
from the mean high water mark to the seaward limit of state jurisdiction; all natural bodies of water 
subject to measurable lunar tides and lands thereunder to the normal high water or normal water 
level; all navigable natural bodies of water and lands thereunder to the normal high water or normal 
water level as the case may be, except privately-owned lakes to which the public has no right of 
access; all water in artificially created bodies of water containing public fishing resources or other 
public resources which are accessible to the public by navigation from bodies of water in which 
the public has rights of navigation; and all waters in artificially created bodies of water in which 
the public has acquired rights by prescription, custom, usage, dedication, or any other means.  In 
determining whether the public has acquired rights in artificially created bodies of water, the 
following factors shall be considered: 

(1) the use of the body of water by the public; 

(2) the length of time the public has used the area; 

(3) the value of public resources in the body of water; 

(4) whether the public resources in the body of water are mobile to the extent that they can 
move into natural bodies of water; 
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(5) whether the creation of the artificial body of water required permission from the state; and 

(6) the value of the body of water to the public for navigation from one public area to another 
public area. 

(b)  Significance.  The public has rights in these areas, including navigation and recreation.  In 
addition, these areas support commercial and sports fisheries, have aesthetic value, and are 
important resources for economic development. 

(c)  Management Objective.  To protect public rights for navigation and recreation and to 
conserve and manage the public trust areas so as to safeguard and perpetuate their 
biological, economic and aesthetic value. 

(d)  Use Standards.  Acceptable uses shall be those consistent with the management objectives in 
Paragraph (c) of this Rule.  In the absence of overriding public benefit, any use which jeopardizes 
the capability of the waters to be used by the public for navigation or other public trust rights which 
the public may be found to have in these areas shall not be allowed.  The development of 
navigational channels or drainage ditches, the use of bulkheads to prevent erosion, and the building 
of piers, wharfs, or marinas are examples of uses that may be acceptable within public trust areas, 
provided that such uses shall not be detrimental to the public trust rights and the biological and 
physical functions of the estuary.  Projects which would directly or indirectly block or impair 
existing navigation channels, increase shoreline erosion, deposit spoils below normal high water, 
cause adverse water circulation patterns, violate water quality standards, or cause degradation of 
shellfish waters are considered incompatible with the management policies of public trust areas.  
In every instance, the particular location, use, and design characteristics shall be in accord with the 
general use standards for coastal wetlands, estuarine waters, and public trust areas. 

*** 

 

15A NCAC 07H .0208 USE STANDARDS 

(a)  General Use Standards 

*** 

(2) Before being granted a permit, the CRC or local permitting authority shall fins that the 
applicant has complied with the following standards: 

(A) The location, design, and need for development, as well as the construction activities 
involved shall be consistent with the management objective of the Estuarine and ocean 
System AEC (Rule .0203 of this subchapter) and shall be sited and designed to avoid 
significant adverse impacts upon the productivity and biologic integrity of coastal wetlands, 
shellfish beds, submerged aquatic vegetation as defined by the Marine Fisheries 
Commission, and spawning and nursery areas.  
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STIPULATED FACTS                                                                            ATTACHMENT B 

 
1. Brian and Susan Shugart (collectively, the “Shugarts” or “Petitioners”) own property at 2206 

East Yacht Drive in Oak Island (the “Property”). Petitioners took title to the Property on July 
20, 2018 through a General Warranty Deed recorded in the Brunswick County Register of 
Deeds, Book 4083, Page 721, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  
 

2. The Property is shown in aerial and ground level photos contained in a powerpoint 
presentation, attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
 

3. The Property is developed with an existing 75’ long access pier with 16’ x 16’ fixed platform 
permitted and developed in 2021, a 3,781 square foot three-story house with associated deck 
and driveway, and a bulkheaded shoreline. A copy of the 2023 tax card is attached as a 
stipulated exhibit.  
 

4. The Property is adjacent to the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (“AIWW”) to the north, 2204 
East Yacht Drive owned by the Rowells to the west, East Yacht Drive to the south, and NE 
23rd Street and then 2302 East Yacht Drive owned by the Fitzpatricks to the east. 
 

5. At this location the waters of the AIWW are classified as SA High Quality Waters by the 
Environmental Management Commission (“EMC”). These waters are closed to the harvest of 
shellfish by the Marine Fisheries Commission (“MFC”).  
 

6. The MFC has designated these waters as a Primary Nursery Area (“PNA”), which are defined 
by this Commission in 15A NCAC 7H .0208(a)(4) as “those areas in the estuarine and ocean 
system where initial post larval development of finfish and crustaceans takes place. They are 
usually located in the uppermost sections of a system where populations are uniformly early 
juvenile stages. Primary nursery areas are designated and described by the N.C. Marine 
Fisheries Commission…at 15A NCAC 03R .0130. The PNA designation for this area was in 
1977.   
 

7. In 2007-2008, there was a Department of Environment & Natural Resources (Predecessor to 
Department of Environmental Quality) workgroup whhich met to discuss updates to the Docks 
and Piers CAMA General Permit including impacts to shallow bottom habitat and impacts to 
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation. This Commission, in revising the rules which were ultimately 
passed in 2013, included an amendment to 7H .1205(g) which allows DCM to issue permits 
under this general permit authority for docking facilities in areas with depths 2’ or greater 
without prior consultation with DMF or WRC. In areas with less than 2’ of depth, DCM will 
consult with the applicable sister-agency and if they raise concerns about habitat impacts, 
DCM requires the applicant to proceed with a CAMA major permit instead of the general 
permit. 
 

8. The waters of the AIWW at the Property are Public Trust Areas and Estuarine Waters Areas 
of Environmental Concern (“AECs”). Along the eastern-most approximately 40’of the 
Property’s 120’ shoreline there are Coastal Wetlands extending approximately 30’ from the 
bulkhead waterward, though no development is proposed in the Coastal Wetlands.   
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9. Pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 113A-118, any “development” within an AEC (Public Trust Areas and 

Estuarine Waters AECs) must be authorized by the issuance of a CAMA permit.  
 

10. The Property is located adjacent to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) AIWW. Aerial 
photographs are attached as stipulated exhibits which are overlain with a USACE GIS layer 
showing the AIWW channel and the AIWW right-of-way setbacks in the area of the Property. 
In this area, the red setback lines span 250’ in width which includes both 80’ rights-of-way 
area and the 90’ AIWW channel in the middle.  USACE staff confirmed to DCM counsel on 
October 19, 2023 that in the area of the Property, the setbacks have remained unchanged at 80’ 
each on either side of the channel. 
 

11. On November 13, 2013 the Wilmington District of the USACE revised their Wilmington 
District Setback Policy.  A copy of the Wilmington District’s webpage 
(saw.usace.army.mil/Missions/Navigation/Setbacks/) describing this policy is attached as a 
stipulated exhibit. This policy disallows any hardened or permanently fixed structures within 
the setback. The policy indicates that if existing structures within the setbacks are destroyed 
beyond repair, they “will only be replaced in accordance with the current Wilmington District 
setback policy, as well as any USACE Regulatory and DCM permit requirements.”  
 

12. In the area of the Property, the AIWW is approximately 406’ wide. This leaves approximately 
156’ of waterbody width (some on the north shoreline and some on the south shoreline 
including at the Property) outside the 250’ wide channel/setback areas. The quarter-width of 
the waterbody at the Property is approximately 102’ waterward of the bulkhead at the pier. 
Development proposed by Petitioners does not include any permanently fixed structures within 
the setback.  
 

13. Boat traffic in the AIWW in the area of the Property is heavy and the area is not designated as 
a no-wake zone. Due to the presence of the AIWW, the use of the AIWW by large boats and 
many bulkheads along this shoreline, wave energy is high in the area of the Property. 
 

14. Petitioner Mr. Shugart’s sworn affidavit is attached as a stipulated exhibit, and while DCM 
cannot determine if the statements are true, DCM acknowledges they are his sworn statements. 
In the affidavit, he states that shortly after purchasing the Property, Petitioners were told by 
the representative of the previous owners of the Property whose name he does not remember, 
that they would be able to install a dock similar to that of their neighbors at 2204 East Yacht 
Drive and 2302 East Yacht Drive.  
 

15. Petitioners initially spoke with DCM District Manager Tara MacPherson in 2020-2021.  Ms. 
MacPherson explained about the USACE policy limiting fixed structures to outside the setback 
and the General Permit rules which require consultation with Division of Marine Fisheries 
where pier structures would terminate in less water less than 2’ in depth when occurring over 
PNA, SAV or oyster reefs, and usually (but not necessarily) lead to the need for a CAMA 
Major Permit application.  
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16. On February 4, 2021, DCM issued CAMA General Permit #77634D (“2021 Permit”) to 
Petitioners authorizing the development of a 75’ long access (no slips) pier and 16’ x 16’ fixed, 
covered platform built up to and not past the USACE AIWW channel setback line.  Petitioners 
developed this permitted structure in 2021. A copy of this permit is attached as a stipulated 
exhibit.  
 

17. Following the 2021 Permit and pier construction, Petitioners sought approval through a 
General Permit in May 2022 for extensions with slips, but DMF continued to express concerns 
about water depths less than 1’. Petitioners communicated with the various agencies to try and 
address stated concerns and proceed with a CAMA General Permit application. On May 9, 
2022, DCM Field Representative Patrick Amico emailed Petitioners’ agent that, after review, 
the proposed slips, lifts and finger piers would need to proceed through the CAMA Major 
Permit process “[d]ue to resource concerns with the shallow water depths in Primary Nursery 
Area in the area of proposed constructed features.” A copy of this May 9, 2022 communication 
is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  
 

18. Petitioners proceeded to prepare their major permit application, again consulting with the 
Agencies, discussing revisions to the proposed development, and having several meetings with 
various agency staff. DCM staff visited the Property on September 8, 2022 (Ms. MacPherson) 
November 8, 2022 (Mr. Amico), and November 17, 2022 (Mr. Amico).  
 

19. On August 23, 2022, the Shugarts, through their CAMA agent Dana Lutheran, submitted a 
CAMA Major Permit application to DCM for a proposed 3-slip addition to the existing access 
pier and platform, consisting of the installation of two 14’ x 4’ fixed finger piers for access to 
two proposed 14.5’ x 16’ boatlifts (with six piling each) flanking the existing fixed platform 
landward of the AIWW setback. Petitioners also proposed the installation of a 22’ x 8’ piling-
less, floating platform accessed by a piling-less, dual hinge I-beam gangway from the existing 
fixed platform and supported by twelve 8 in. by 8 in. wooden stop legs (collectively, the “Dock 
Expansion”). A copy of the application is attached as a stipulated exhibit. Based on the site 
plan drawing which is part of the application, the water depths are -1.2’ MLW at the waterward 
end of the floating platform with wooden stop legs, and -0.2’ MLW at the boat lifts. The 
application was accepted as complete by DCM on November 28, 2022.  

 
20. The Shugarts indicated in their CAMA Major Permit application that the Dock Expansion “will 

include permanent stops, to keep the structure from resting on the bottom, during low tide,” 
that “the lifts will be installed so they can only be used in water depths greater than 18 
inches…by limiting the length of the cables,” and that “[t]he floating platform will be used for 
loading and unloading only and will not serve for overnight docking.” DCM acknowledged in 
its Field Investigation Report that the purpose of the piling-less, dual hinge I-beam gangway 
from the existing fixed platform “is to provide access to a floating dock that is past the USACE 
setback line (without driving pilings) and to have the proposed floating dock located in deeper 
water to potentially lessen resource impacts to shallow bottom habitat.” 
 

21. As required, Petitioners provided notice of the application to the adjacent riparian owners.  In 
this case, Petitioners gave notice to the Rowells at 2204 East Yacht Drive and to the Town of 
Oak Island (owner of NE 23rd Street). USPS tracking indicates that notice was delivered to the 
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Town on October 19, 2023 and to the Rowells on October 21, 2023. A copy of the certified 
mail receipts and tracking is attached as a stipulated exhibit. DCM did not receive any concerns 
or objections from these owners during the permit review period. 
 

22. As required, Petitioners posted notice of the permit application on the site. Notice of the 
application was also published in the Wilmington Star News on December 23, 2022.  DCM 
did not receive any comments about this project from the public.  
 

23. As part of the CAMA Major Permit Process, DCM Field Representative Patrick Amico 
completed a Field Investigation Report dated December 20, 2022, a copy of which is attached 
as a stipulated exhibit.  This report was sent with the application materials to the other permit 
reviewing agencies. 

 
24. No coastal wetland or shellfish are observed in the area of the dock expansion. Additionally, 

Petitioners identified that, based on numerous on-site evaluations, submerged aquatic 
vegetation does not typically grow within the area of Dock Expansion. To ensure protection of 
the West Indian manatee, the Shugarts represented that the Dock Expansion would be 
undertaken between November 1st and May 31st and, if not, that they would adhere to the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Services’ guidance on avoiding impacts to the species. 

 
25. On January 26, 2023, the USACE issued Petitioners a permit authorizing the dock expansion, 

a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit. The USACE indicated it did not have any 
comment to DCM on the Dock Expansion, so long as no pilings are installed waterward of the 
USACE’ Navigational Channel Setback line, which Petitioners were not (and are not) 
proposing. The dock expansion proposed by the Petitioners does not propose the use of  any 
driven pilings  for the floating platform and gangway. Petitioners propose the use of wooden 
stops, installed 18” above substrate, to be affixed to the bottom of the floating platform and the 
use of stops on the boat lifts.. The Shugarts indicated in their application their position that 
“[t]hese measures ensure that the boat lifts and the floating platform will not rest on the bottom 
at any time, and that the lifts will not be usable when water depths are less than 18 in.”   
 

26. On January 30, 2023, DMF sent comments to DCM, wherein it raised concerns about the siting 
of the Dock Expansion in waters less than 1.0 ft below the normal water level and the potential 
impact to the shallow bottom fishery habitat and resources. A copy of these comments is 
attached as a stipulated exhibit. Specifically, DMF expressed concerns that the proposed 
boatlifts would be sited in waters ranging in depth from -0.2’ to -0.3’ NWL, and that the 
proposed floating platform would be sited in waters ranging in depth from -0.5’ to -1.2’ NWL. 
DMF also expressed concerns that these boat lifts and floating platform in shallow water result 
in repeated disturbance of the PNA substrate by operation of the boat propellers and the 
floating platform “repeatedly resting on the bottom.” DMF further provided that “the large 
floating dock as proposed is a heavy structure” and that “the substrate at this location is muddy” 
and, therefore, “more susceptible to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance.”  
 

27. On February 21, 2023, DWR sent comments to DCM which echoed DMF’s comments in its 
January 30, 2023 objections to the Dock Expansion with concerns about the potential impact 
to the shallow bottom habitat. A copy of DWR’s comments is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  
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28. On February 21, 2023, based on the comments from DMF and DWR, DCM placed the 

Shugarts’ Application on hold in order for Petitioners to respond to DMF and DWR’s concerns 
regarding insufficient water depths and receive from DWR a Water Quality Certification for 
the Dock Expansion. A copy of DCM’s hold letter/email is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  

 
29. On February 23, 2023, Petitioners’ agent responded to the Agencies’ concerns about the 

potential impact to the shallow bottom fishery habitat and resources from the Dock Expansion, 
noting that Petitioners addressed their concerns regarding the boat lifts and floating platforms 
causing repeated disturbance of the substrate by incorporating wooden stops into the design of 
the Dock Expansion, to be installed 18 in. above the substrate, on both boat lifts, and affixed 
to the bottom of the floating platform. Petitioners also proposed to “perform annual self-
inspections, supported by photos, which will be submitted to DCM” and mitigative work be 
done, monitoring for the lift of the facility if needed. A copy of this response is attached as a 
stipulated exhibit.   

 
30. On April 18, 2023, DMF relayed to Petitioners’ agent that a DEMLR engineer would review 

the platform with stops design “if your client is willing to work with a structural engineer to 
draft and sign a design, then we review it, with high probability it [the report] will be accepted.” 
A copy of this email is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  
 

31. On April 19, 2023, Petitioners’ engineers David L. Winstead and Steven D. Kelly, P.E. at 
RFTS, PLLC provided the Petitioners’ other engineer E. B. Pannkuk, P.E. at Stature 
Engineering, PLLC, with their estimation of the penetration of the proposed wooden stops 
supporting the proposed floating platform at the Property, saying that “[f]or the given load and 
sectional dimensions of the stop, our analysis indicated a predicted penetration for this load 
and bearing dimension of 0.5 inches.”  A copy of this letter is attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
This letter was provided to DCM (and DMF and DWR) on May 10, 2023.  

 
32. Further, Petitioners’ engineers disagreed with DMF and DWR’s characterization of the 

substrate as “muddy” and alleged that “[t]he soils on which the stops will rest are expected to 
be medium dense clean fine sands.”  

 
33. Petitioners provided photographs of the substrate at the Property taken by Petitioners’ agent 

on August 12, 2022 and March 7, 2023, which are attached with a sworn affidavit as a 
stipulated exhibit. Petitioners’ agent states that she observed that the substrate is sandy, rather 
than muddy, in the area of the proposed Dock Expansion, from the existing access pier to the 
proposed floating platform. Specifically, she states that the substrate in the area is comprised 
of a layer of compacted muck, overlain by a relatively thin sand layer, with sparse shell matter.  

 
34. Petitioner’s agent further observed that a substrate of such composition is less susceptible than 

a muddy substrate  to the resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance.  
 

35. On July 24, 2023, DMF submitted additional comments to DCM, a copy of which is attached 
as a stipulated exhibit. As part of these comments, DMF indicated “if this project is approved, 
DMF recommends that the proposed floating dock be required to have feet as physical stops.”  
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36. On August 18, 2023, DCM denied the Application as inconsistent with 15A N.C. Admin. Code 

07H.0208(a)(2)(A), which states, in part, “that the location, design, and need for development, 
as well as the construction activities involved shall be consistent with the management 
objective of the Estuarine and Ocean System AEC” and “shall be sited and designed to avoid 
significant adverse impacts upon the productivity and biologic integrity of coastal wetlands, 
shellfish beds, submerged aquatic vegetation as defined by the Marine Fisheries Commission, 
and spawning and nursery areas.”  
 

37. Google Earth photographs of the area around the Property overlain with the USACE’s channel 
and setback line layer are attached as stipulated exhibits showing the relative location of piers 
in the area of the Property and the setback line.  
 

38. The property at 2302 East Yacht Drive received a permit on July 17, 2003, a copy of which is 
attached as a stipulated exhibit. The property at 2302 East Yacht Drive has an existing access 
pier, connected to a fixed platform, 20 ft. by 13ft. in size, connected by a gangway to a floating 
platform, 13 ft. by 13 ft. in size, and appears to extend into the USACE setback based on the 
Google Earth exhibit.  
 

39. Water depths were shown on the site plan, and Mr. Amico visited the Property and confirmed 
water depths. Ms. Kim Harding of DMF also visited the Property and found depths similar to 
those in Mr. Amico’s field report. 

 
40. The property at 2204 East Yacht Drive received a permit on May 3, 1995, a copy of which is 

attached as a stipulated exhibit. It appears to extend into the USACE setback based on the 
Google Earth exhibit.  

 
41. The property at 2502 East Yacht Drive received CAMA General Permit #38974D in 2004, a 

copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit. It appears to extend into the USACE setback 
based on the Google Earth exhibit.  

 
42. Pursuant to 15A N.C.A.C. 07J.0701(a), Petitioners would have been required to furnish to the 

Commission proof that a variance was sought from the local government; however, the 
requirement is inapplicable, since there are no local, Town of Oak Island requirements, such 
as lot setbacks or buffer rules, restricting the Dock Expansion.  
 

43. Pursuant to 15A NCAC 7J. 0701(c)(6), Petitioners stipulate that the proposed project is 
inconsistent with the rule from which the Petitioner seeks a variance. 
 

44. Pursuant to 15A NCAC 7J .0701(c)(7), Petitioners sent notice of this variance petition to the 
adjacent riparian owners. Copies of the notice and delivery information are attached.  The 
notice to the Town of Oak Island by certified mail was received on September 28, 2023. Notice 
to the Rowells by certified mail arrived at their local post office and notice was given to them 
to claim it on pick it up on September 28, 2023. As of October 17, 2023 the letter was 
unclaimed and is being returned to sender. A second attempt at delivery by UPS was attempted 
on October 26, 2023, with an expected delivery of October 27, 2023. No comments have been 
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received to date, but any comments received by the time of the variance hearing will be 
provided to the Commission. 

 
Stipulated Exhibits 

 
A. General Warranty Deed to Petitioners 4083/721 (P’s A) 
B. 2023 Tax Card for the Property 
C. Copy of USACE website on Wilmington District’s Setback Policy 
D. Affidavit of Brian Shugart re: seller’s representative 
E. CAMA General Permit issued February 4, 2021 (P’s C) 
F. May 9, 2022 email from DCM to P’s agent re: major (P’s Q) 
G. CAMA Major Permit Application materials 
H. Notice to adjacent riparian owners including letters, certified receipts and tracking (P’s T+) 
I. DCM Field Investigation Report (P’s N) 
J. January 26, 2023 USACE Permit (P’s M) 
K. DMF January 30, 2023 comments (P’s E) 
L. DWR February 21, 2023 comments (P’s G) 
M. DCM’s February 21, 2023 Hold Letter (P’s F) 
N. Petitioner’s February 23, 2023 letter to DCM (P’s H) 
O. April 18, 2023 email from DMF to P’s agent (party of P’s J) 
P. April 19, 2023 letter from RFTS, PLLX with May 10, 2023 transmittal letter (P’s R)  
Q. Affidavit of Dana Lutheran with associated photos 
R. July 24, 2023 DMF comments (P’s I) 
S. August 18, 2023 Denial Letter (P’s W) 
T. Google Earth photos with USACE setbacks overlain 
U. 2003 Permit for 2302 East Yacht Drive  
V. 1995 Permit for 2404 East Yacht Drive 
W. 2004 Permit for 2502 East Yacht Drive 
X. Tracking information for notice to adjacent riparian owners of variance petition 
Y. Powerpoint with ground and aerial site photos of the Property and surrounding area 
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PETITIONERS’ and STAFF’S POSITIONS                                              ATTACHMENT C 

I. Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders 
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the 
petitioner must identify the hardships. 

Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

First, Brian and Susan Shugart (collectively, the “Shugarts”) have the burden of convincing 
the N.C. Coastal Resources Commission (“CRC”) that strict application of the development orders, 
rules, or standards issued by the CRC will cause them unnecessary hardships, and indeed it will. 
The Shugarts’ story is one of reasonable home owners, who merely seek to use their property just 
as their neighbors have.  

 
The Shugarts purchased their home at 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 

28465 (the “Property”) in 2018, having been told by the realtor that they would be able to construct 
a dock thereupon, just as adjacent property owners have. Looking waterward, the Shugarts would 
have noticed the adjacent properties, 2302 East Yacht Drive and 2204 East Yacht Drive, and other 
similarly-situated properties, such as at 2502 East Yacht Drive, with access piers connected to 
fixed platforms, further connected to boat lifts and floating platforms extending into the 
Intracoastal Waterway. They envisioned a similar structure for themselves, and to exercise their 
common law and statutory public rights of access to waters of the coastal area, for the enjoyment 
of their family, and close friends. 

 
Throughout the entire process, from before construction of the structure presently at the 

Property to this variance petition, the Shugarts have made a good faith effort to devise a site plan 
in line with the existing structures of neighboring properties, to involve the relevant resource 
agencies, and to revise their plans so as to accommodate the agencies’ concerns and to ensure 
consistency with management objectives, going back and forth for a period that spans three (3) 
years, and incurring substantial expense in the process.  

 
The existing, 75 ft. long access pier and 16 ft. by 16 ft. fixed, covered platform on the 

Property were installed after the issuance by DCM to the Shugarts of a CAMA General Permit, 
no. 77634D, on February 4, 2021. This immediate variance petition concerns further development 
and expansion of the existing structure, to include the installation of four (4) fixed finger piers for 
access to two (2) proposed boatlifts, each 14.5 ft. by 16 ft., flanking the existing fixed platform, 
and the installation of a 22 ft. by 8 ft., piling-less, floating platform accessed by a piling-less, dual 
hinge I-beam gangway from the existing fixed platform and supported by twelve (12), 8 in. by 8 
in. wooden stops (collectively, the “Dock Expansion”). 

 
The property at 2302 East Yacht Drive, one of the properties adjacent to that of the 

Shugarts, has an existing, access pier of similar length to the Shugarts’ access pier, connected to a 
larger fixed platform, 20 ft. by 13ft. in size, connected by a gangway of similar length to a slightly 
smaller floating platform, 13 ft. by 13 ft. in size, which such structure extends into similar water 
depths as the Dock Expansion.  
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The property at 2204 East Yacht Drive, the other property adjacent to the Property, also 
has an existing structure that extends into similar water depths as the Dock Expansion. Indeed, the 
Dock Expansion is in line with, and does not extend beyond, both existing, permitted adjacent 
structures. 

 
The owner of the structure at 2302 East Yacht Drive, received a permit on July 17, 2003, 

with no petition for a variance necessary, despite the fact that photographs of the water depths at 
the property taken by Brian Shugart on February 4, 2022 demonstrate that, with low tide, the 
landward side of floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 2.5 in. and the riverward 
side of the floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 7 in. Additionally, the structure 
was permitted despite the fact that the regulation upon which DCM based its denial of the Dock 
Expansion, and the management objective cited therein, existed in substantially the same form 
since at least May 3, 1993. 

 
An evaluation of aerial photographs reveals that the majority of the structures built along 

the same section of the Intracoastal Waterway contain boat lifts and floating platforms that rest in 
normal water depths much lower than 2 ft., with many of them resting in little to no water 
whatsoever. 

 
Understanding the need for regulatory approval of the Dock Expansion, the Shugarts  had 

twice before unsuccessfully attempted to obtain approval for variations of the Dock Expansion 
through the General Permit process, first in February 2021 and, again, in May 2022, each time 
being met by the N.C. Division of Marine Fisheries (“DMF”) declining to sign a General Permit 
waiver due to concerns it had as to the siting of the Dock Expansion in waters less than 1.0 ft. 
below the normal water level.  

 
Each time, the Shugarts, via their agent, Dana Lutheran (“Lutheran”), consulted with DCM, 

DMF, and the N.C. Division of Water  Resources (“DWR” and, with DCM and DMF, the 
“Agencies”), and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Wilmington District (the “Corps”), before 
and after submitting the General Permit application. For example, the Shugarts sent their site plan 
to DCM for its review on January 20, 2022, incorporating suggestions it thereafter received from 
DCM to lengthen the proposed piling-less gangway connecting the boat lifts to the floating 
platform. Further feedback from DCM resulted in further revisions to the site plan, reducing the 
size of the proposed floating platform from 22 ft. by 8 ft. to 10 ft. by 8 ft. On May 9, 2022, DCM 
notified the Shugarts that, despite their efforts, a Major Permit application would be necessary, 
“[d]ue to resource concerns with the shallow water depths in the Primary Nursing Area in the area 
of proposed construction features.”  

 
Thereupon, the Shugarts, via Lutheran, proceeded to prepare their Coastal Area 

Management Act (CAMA) Major Permit application (the “Application”), again consulting with 
the Agencies before and after submitting the Application. Lutheran requested an on-site meeting 
at the Property with “DCM, DMF, Wildlife Resources, DWR, USACE, and any other agency that 
may have concerns with the proposed project.” Brian Shugart and Lutheran thereafter met with the 
Agencies, discussed further revisions to the site plan, and sent an initial draft of their Application 
to DCM for its review on August 23, 2022. Id. Further site visits were conducted by DCM on 
September 8, 2022 and November 8, 2022. Just as with its General Permit application and 
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accompanying site plan, the Application and its accompanying site plan underwent several 
iterations, wherein Lutheran and the Shugarts incorporated several rounds of suggestions from 
DCM. For example, Lutheran and the Shugarts indicated in the Application that the Dock 
Expansion “will include permanent stops, to keep the structure from resting on the bottom, during 
low tide,” that “the lifts will be installed so they can only be used in water depths greater than 18 
inches…by limiting the length of the cables,” and that “[t]he floating platform will be used for 
loading and unloading only and will not serve for overnight docking.” DCM itself acknowledged 
in its Field Investigation Report, completed on December 20, 2022, that the purpose of the piling-
less, dual hinge I-beam gangway from the existing fixed platform “is to provide access to a floating 
dock that is past the USACE setback line (without driving pilings) and to have the proposed 
floating dock located in deeper water to potentially lessen resource impacts to shallow bottom 
habitat.” 

 
Further, in the Application, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that coastal wetland 

species, such as smooth cordgrass, may be found under and east of the existing access pier, but not 
within the area of the Dock Expansion. Also, after having observed DMF’s mapping of submerged 
aquatic vegetation, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that, based on numerous on-site 
evaluations, such vegetation does not typically grow within the area of Dock Expansion. Similarly, 
no shellfish were observed within the area, which is closed to shellfishing. To ensure protection of 
the West Indian manatee, the Application represented that the Dock Expansion would be 
undertaken between November 1st and May 31st and, if not, that the Shugarts would adhere to the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s guidance on avoiding impacts to the species. 

 
Despite Lutheran and the Shugarts’ efforts in gauging the opinions of the Agencies on the 

various iterations of the site plan, and accordingly adjusting the same, DMF raised concerns about 
the siting of the Dock Expansion in waters less than 1.0 ft below the normal water level and the 
potential impact to the shallow bottom fishery habitat and resources. Specifically, DMF 
commented that the proposed boatlifts would be sited in waters ranging in depth from 0.2 ft. to 0.3 
ft. below normal water level, and that the proposed floating platform would be sited in waters 
ranging in depth from 0.5 ft. to 1.2 ft. below normal water level. DMF further commented that 
boat lifts and floating platforms in shallow water result in repeated disturbance of the substrate, 
whether by operation of the propellers on boats “continuously disturbing the sediment” or by the 
floating platforms “repeatedly resting on the bottom.” DMF further provided that “the large 
floating dock as proposed is a heavy structure” and that “the substrate at this location is muddy” 
and, therefore, “more susceptible to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance.” DWR 
echoed the same comments in its final objections to the Dock Expansion.  

 
Lutheran responded to the Agencies’ concerns about the potential impact to the shallow 

bottom fishery habitat and resources from the Dock Expansion, noting that she and the Shugarts 
had already addressed the Agencies’ concerns regarding the boat lifts and floating platforms 
causing repeated disturbance of the substrate by incorporating wooden stops into the design of the 
Dock Expansion, to be installed 18 in. above the substrate, on both boat lifts, and affixed to the 
bottom of the floating platform. As Lutheran indicated, “[t]hese measures ensure that the boat lifts 
and the floating platform will not rest on the bottom at any time, and that the lifts are not usable 
when water depths are less than 18 in.” To further assuage the Agencies’ concerns, Lutheran 
indicated that “docking at the floating platform will only take place when loading and unloading.”  
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The Shugarts did not stop there. Lutheran informed the Agencies that the Shugarts are 

“willing to perform annual self-inspections, supported by photos, which will be submitted to DCM 
by December 31st of each year. Maintenance of the mitigative measures will be undertaken as soon 
as possible after discovering the need and photos of the completed work will be provided to DCM. 
The monitoring requirement would be in perpetuity, for the life of the docking facility, should the 
Agencies agree. However, should conditions change (i.e., water depths increase to greater than 18 
in. at [normal low water level]), [the Shugarts] would like the opportunity to have the Agencies 
reevaluate the need for continuing monitoring.” 

 
Thereafter, DMF relayed to Lutheran that, “if your client is willing to work with a structural 

engineer to draft and sign a design, then we review it, with high probability it will be accepted.” 
Via letter, dated April 19, 2023, David L. Winstead and Steven D. Kelly, P.E., professional 
engineers at RFTS, PLLC, provided the Shugarts, via their agent, E. B. Pannkuk, P.E. at Stature 
Engineering, PLLC, with their estimation of the penetration of the proposed wooden stops 
supporting the proposed floating platform at the Property. In their letter, which was thereafter 
provided to the Agencies, they write that “[f]or the given load and sectional dimensions of the 
stop, our analysis indicated a predicted penetration for this load and bearing dimension of 0.5 
inches.”  

 
Further, the engineers note that “[t]he soils on which the stops will rest are expected to be 

medium dense clean fine sands,” contrasting with DMF and DWR’s characterizations of the 
substrate as “muddy” and “more susceptible to resuspension of sediment from bottom 
disturbance.” Photographs of the substrate at the Property taken by Lutheran on August 12, 2022 
and March 27, 2023 demonstrate a sandy, rather than muddy, substrate in the area of the Dock 
Expansion, from the existing access pier to the proposed floating platform, less susceptible than a 
muddy substrate to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance. Indeed, Lutheran, observed 
that “[s]ubstrate within the area of the proposed work is comprised of a layer of compacted muck, 
overlain by a relatively thin sand layer, with sparse shell matter.”  

 
The Agencies were unmoved and, on August 18, 2023, DCM denied the Application as 

inconsistent with 15A N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0208(a)(2)(A), which states “that the location, 
design, and need for development, as well as the construction activities involved shall be consistent 
with the management objective of the Estuarine and Ocean System AEC” and “shall be sited and 
designed to avoid significant adverse impacts upon the productivity and biologic integrity of 
coastal wetlands, shellfish beds, submerged aquatic vegetation as defined by the Marine Fisheries 
Commission, and spawning and nursery areas.”  

 
Strict application of the development orders, rules, or standards issued by the CRC at 15A 

N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0208(a)(2)(A) will cause the Shugarts unnecessary hardships in that such 
application will prohibit the Shugarts from further developing, expanding, and using their dock, 
just as their neighbors have, into similar depths of the Intracoastal Waterway, and just as was 
represented as possible to them by the realtor at the time they purchased their home. The Dock 
Expansion is in line with, and does not extend beyond, both existing, permitted neighboring 
structures, which, in at least one case, was permitted after the regulation upon which DCM based 
its denial, and the management objective cited therein, was promulgated. In any case, the Shugarts 
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acted as diligent and responsible homeowners, to involve the relevant resource agencies, and to 
revise their plans so as to accommodate the agencies’ concerns and to ensure consistency with 
management objectives, going back and forth for a period that spans three (3) years, and incurring 
substantial expense in the process. The Shugarts proposed to lengthen the proposed piling-less 
gangway connecting the boat lifts to the floating platform, to  install permanent, wooden stops on 
both boat lifts, affixed to the bottom of the floating platform, to keep the structure from resting on 
the substrate during low tide and to prevent use in water depths less than 18 in., and to restrict their 
use of the floating platform for loading and unloading only, and not for overnight docking. Their 
engineers  estimated  the  penetration of  the  proposed wooden   stops  supporting  the  floating  
platform at  only half  an  inch. The Shugarts even offered to perform annual self-inspections, 
supported by photos, and maintenance of mitigative measures, for the life of the docking facility, 
assuming the same conditions remain. To ensure protection of the only coastal wetland species 
that may be impacted by the Docks Expansion, the West Indian manatee, the Shugarts represented 
that the Dock Expansion would be undertaken between November 1st and May 31st and, if not, 
that the Shugarts would adhere to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s guidance on avoiding 
impacts to the species. In short, the Shugarts have undergone considerable lengths to arrive at this 
variance petition. 

 
In denying the Shugarts’ Application as inconsistent with 15A N.C. Admin. Code 

07H.0208(a)(2)(A), which states “that the location, design, and need for development, as well as 
the construction activities involved shall be consistent with the management objective of the 
Estuarine and Ocean System AEC,” DCM seems to have overlooked that the same management 
objective provides that “it is the objective of the Coastal Resources Commission to protect present 
common-law and statutory public rights of access to the lands and waters of the coastal area.” The 
Shugarts merely seek to develop, expand, and use their dock, just as their neighbors have, into 
similar depths of the Intracoastal Waterway, in order to exercise such rights, for the enjoyment of 
their family, and close friends.  
 

Staff’s Position: Yes. 

Staff agrees that a strict application of 7H .0208(a)(2)(A) results in unnecessary hardships for the 
Petitioner where the proposed docking facilities are unable to extend into deeper water to avoid 
impacts to shallow waters designated as Primary Nursery Areas due to the USACE designated 
setback from the federal channel. 

The Commission’s rule in 7H .0208(a)(2)(A), which was the basis for denial in this case, states 
“that the location, design, and need for development, as well as the construction activities involved, 
shall be consistent with the management objective of the Estuarine and Ocean System AEC…and 
shall be sited and designed to avoid significant adverse impacts upon the productivity and biologic 
integrity of coastal wetlands, shellfish beds, and submerged aquatic vegetation as defined by the 
Marine Fisheries Commission, and spawning and nursery areas.”  

This Commission has at times varied its own pier length limitation rules (quarter-width rule or rate 
of depth rule) to allow a pier to be lengthened to reach deeper waters and avoid “significant adverse 
impacts” to PNAs. However, this Commission cannot vary the USACE’s right-of-way setback 
line. During its review, DMF raised concerns that “significant adverse impacts” to shallow bottom 
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PNA habitat will result from the proposed expansion, and their concerns were echoed by the NC 
Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) and NC Division of Water Resources (DWR) (agency 
comments are included in the variance materials). The two lifts and the use of those lifts along 
with the floating dock are opportunities for permanent or repetitive impacts to shallow bottom 
PNA habitat, whereas the impacts from the existing pier and fixed observation platform were 
limited to the initial pile driving. However, DCM staff believe that the short transit of vessels 
between the proposed lifts to the adjacent Intracoastal Waterway (ICW) will result in very limited 
impacts to the designated PNA, and that the PNA along this shoreline is already impacted by a 
large number of piers and docking facilities. 

 

II. Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner’s property such 
as the location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.  

Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

Second, the Shugarts have the burden of convincing the CRC that the hardships to them 
result from conditions peculiar or unique to their Property, such as its location, size, or topography. 
The hardships to the Shugarts, indeed, result from conditions peculiar or unique to their Property, 
specifically its location and topography.  

 
Namely, the specific area within which the Dock Expansion would be located is a relatively 

narrow stretch of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, where boat traffic is heavy. The area is not 
designated as a no-wake zone, and wave action from boat traffic has caused the accumulation of 
sediment to take place, waterward of the existing bulkhead, resulting in reduced water depths 
relative to other areas along the waterway.  

 
Again, in their Application, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that coastal wetland 

species, such as smooth cordgrass, may be found under and east of the existing access pier, but not 
within the area of the Dock Expansion. Also, after having observed DMF’s mapping of submerged 
aquatic vegetation, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that, based on numerous on-site 
evaluations, such vegetation does not typically grow within the area of Dock Expansion. Similarly, 
no shellfish were observed within the area, which is closed to shellfishing. Additionally, 
contrasting with DMF and DWR’s characterizations of the substrate as “muddy” and “more 
susceptible to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance,” David L. Winstead and Steven 
D. Kelly, P.E., professional engineers at RFTS, PLLC, note that “[t]he soils on which the stops 
will rest are expected to be medium dense clean fine sands,” less susceptible than a muddy 
substrate to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance. Indeed, photographs of the 
substrate at the Property taken by Lutheran on August 12, 2022 and March 27, 2023 demonstrate 
a sandy, rather than muddy, substrate in the area of the Dock Expansion, from the existing access 
pier to the proposed floating platform. Lutheran also observed that “[s]ubstrate within the area of 
the proposed work is comprised of a layer of compacted muck, overlain by a relatively thin sand 
layer, with sparse shell matter.” 

 
The Agencies’ concerns that  gave  rise to the denial of the Application centered, rather, on 

the water depths in the area of the Dock Expansion, rendering the peculiar or unique condition of 
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wave action from heavy boat traffic, and the area not being designed as a no-wake zone, 
particularly consequential.  

 
This notwithstanding, as described above, the adjacent properties, 2302 East Yacht Drive 

and 2204 East Yacht Drive, and other similarly-situated properties, such as at 2502 East Yacht 
Drive, include access piers connected to fixed platforms, further connected to boat lifts and floating 
platforms extending into similar depths of the Intracoastal Waterway. Again, an evaluation of 
aerial photographs reveals that the majority of the structures built along the same section of the 
Intracoastal Waterway contain boat lifts and floating platforms that rest in normal water depths 
much lower than 2 ft., with many of them resting in little to no water whatsoever. 

 
Staff’s Position: Yes. 

Staff agree that a hardship to Petitioners is a result from conditions peculiar to the Petitioners’ 
property. Numerous riparian properties on the north side of Oak Island border the AIWW where 
the waterway is narrow enough to limit pier lengths due to the federal channel setback, and have 
the same adjacent shallow water designated as PNA extending out to the setback line. However, 
while not unique along this particular shoreline, this combination of circumstances is relatively 
uncommon in comparison with waterfront properties along the coast of North Carolina. 

 

III. Do the hardships result from actions taken by the Petitioner? Explain.  

Petitioner’s Position: No. 

Third, the Shugarts have the burden of convincing the CRC that the hardships to them do 
not result from actions taken by them.  

 
Indeed, the hardships to the Shugarts do not result from actions taken by the Shugarts but, 

instead, are the result of strict and imbalanced application of the development orders, rules, or 
standards issued by the CRC, and conditions peculiar or unique to their Property, as described 
above. 

 
Again, the Shugarts are reasonable home owners, who merely seek to use their Property 

just as their neighbors have, and to exercise their common law and statutory public rights of access 
to waters of the coastal area, for the enjoyment of their family, and close friends. When they 
purchased the Property, they were told by the realtor that they would be able to construct a dock 
thereupon, just as adjacent property owners have. Throughout the entire process, from before 
construction of the structure presently at the Property to this variance petition, the Shugarts have 
made a good faith effort to devise a site plan in line with the existing structures of neighboring 
properties, to involve the Agencies, and to revise their plans so as to accommodate the Agencies’ 
concerns and to ensure consistency with management objectives, going back and forth for a period 
that spans three (3) years.  

 
The Shugarts tried to accommodate as reasonably as they could the Agencies’ concerns, 

proposing to lengthen the proposed piling-less gangway connecting the boat lifts to the floating 
platform, to install permanent, wooden stops on both boat lifts, affixed to the bottom of the floating 
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platform, to keep the structure from resting on the substrate during low tide and to prevent use in 
water depths less than 18 in., and to restrict their use of the floating platform for loading and 
unloading only, and not for overnight docking. The Shugarts even offered to perform annual self-
inspections, supported by photos, and maintenance of mitigative measures, for the life of the 
docking facility, assuming the same conditions remain. 

 
The denial of the Application by DCM is based upon concerns raised by DMF and, then, 

DWR as to the siting of the Dock Expansion in waters less than 1.0 ft below the normal water 
level, despite the fact that the similar, adjacent structure at 2302 East Yacht Drive received a permit 
on July 17, 2003, with no petition for a variance necessary, well after the regulation upon which 
DCM based its denial, and the management objective cited therein, were enacted. Again, the 
property at 2302 East Yacht Drive has an existing, access pier of similar length to the Shugarts’ 
access pier, connected to a larger fixed platform, 20 ft. by 13ft. in size, connected by a gangway 
of similar length to a slightly smaller floating platform, 13 ft. by 13 ft. in size, which such structure 
extends into similar water depths as the Dock Expansion. Photographs of the property at 2302 East 
Yacht Drive taken by Brian Shugart on February 4, 2022 demonstrate that, with low tide, the 
landward side of floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 2.5 in. and the riverward 
side of the floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 7 in.  

 
The property at 2204 East Yacht Drive, the other property adjacent to the Property, also 

has an existing structure that extends into similar water depths as the Dock Expansion. The Dock 
Expansion is in line with, and does not extend beyond, both existing, permitted adjacent structures. 
A similar structure at 2502 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465, which includes a 
98 ft. long access pier to a 12 ft. by 16 ft. fixed, covered platform, connected to a 12 ft. by 12 ft. 
boat lift, was permitted as recently as February 6, 2014. An evaluation of aerial photographs 
reveals that the majority of the structures built along the same section of the Intracoastal Waterway 
contain boat lifts and floating platforms that rest in normal water depths much lower than 2 ft., 
with many of them resting in little to no water whatsoever.  

 
Again, the specific area within which the Dock Expansion would be located is a relatively 

narrow stretch of the Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway, where boat traffic is heavy. The area is not 
designated as a no-wake zone, and wave action from boat traffic has caused the accumulation of 
sediment to take place, waterward of the existing bulkhead, resulting in reduced water depths 
relative to other areas along the waterway. 

 
For these reasons, the hardships to the Shugarts do not result from actions taken by the 

Shugarts but, instead, are the result of conditions peculiar or unique to their Property and strict and 
imbalanced application of the development orders, rules, or standards issued by the CRC, where 
the Shugarts’ neighbors have been able to use, and receive permits for, similar structures that exist 
in similar water depths, and the Shugarts have been denied the ability to employ similar uses, as 
was represented to them as possible by the realtor, even after going back and forth with the 
Agencies for almost three (3) years and attempting as reasonably as possible to accommodate the 
Agencies’ concerns and to ensure consistency with management objectives.  
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Staff’s Position: No.  

On balance, Staff believes that any hardships faced by Petitioners do not result from their actions. 
Staff acknowledge that Petitioners have designed their proposed structures to meet the USACE’s 
setback by proposing a floating dock with “table-top” stops and no driven pilings within the 
setback as allowed by the USACE. These 12 8” x 8” “table legs” would still impact the bottom 
during the lower part of the tidal cycle, but less so than if the entire floating dock were resting on 
the bottom. The proposed boat lifts would include stops designed to prevent vessels and bunks 
from resting on the bottom at low tide. 

In response to several arguments raised by the Petitions, DCM staff note that Petitioners seek to 
have docking facilities similar to those at other properties along the same shoreline. Riparian 
rights, including the right to pier out to “deep” water, are subject to reasonable regulations. In this 
case, Staff contend reasonable regulations would include the USACE’s enforcement of its right-
of-way setback so that it has enough room to dredge the AIWW as needed without interference 
from structures within their right-of-way setback. Staff likewise contend that reasonable 
regulations would include limiting adverse impacts to shallow bottom PNA habitat in order to 
protect fisheries resources. While Petitioners describe this as a three-year process, Staff note that 
Petitioners received a general permit in February of 2021 for a pier and fixed observation platform 
and have been able to exercise riparian rights through that pier for the last few years during this 
process.  

Mr. Shugart’s affidavit acknowledges they did not seek a CAMA permit before closing or ask the 
sellers to obtain a CAMA permit as a condition of closing. Such due diligence steps would have 
brought to light the USACE’s setback enforcement policy and the shallow water PNA habitat 
present at the Property. He acknowledges in his affidavit that it was only after closing on the 
property that a representative of the sellers told him he could get a permit for a pier like neighboring 
piers, though it is unclear what basis or expertise this representative had to make such a claim and 
appears Petitioners’ purchase of the property was not reliant on the guarantee of a pier with slips. 

 

IV. Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit, 
purpose and intent of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) 
secure the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve justice? Explain. 

Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

Finally, the Shugarts have the burden of convincing the CRC that the requested variance is 
consistent with the intent, purpose, and spirits of the CRC’s development orders, rules, or 
standards, will secure the public safety and welfare, and will preserve substantial justice.  

 
For the following reasons, the requested variance is consistent with the intent, purpose, and 

spirits of the CRC’s development orders, rules, or standards, will secure the public safety and 
welfare, and will preserve substantial justice: 
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Again, DCM’s denial of the Shugarts’ Application is based upon 15A N.C. Admin. Code 
07H.0208(a)(2)(A), which requires “that the location, design, and need for development, as well 
as the construction activities involved shall be consistent with the management objective of the 
Estuarine and Ocean System AEC” and “shall be sited and designed to avoid significant adverse 
impacts upon the productivity and biologic integrity of coastal wetlands, shellfish beds, submerged 
aquatic vegetation as defined by the Marine Fisheries Commission, and spawning and nursery 
areas.” 

 
The management objective of the Estuarine and Ocean System AEC is set forth in 15A 

N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0203, which states, “It is the objective of the Coastal Resources 
Commission to conserve and manage estuarine waters, coastal wetlands, public trust areas, and 
estuarine and public trust shorelines, as an interrelated group of AECs, so as to safeguard and 
perpetuate their biological, social, economic, and aesthetic values and to ensure that development 
occurring within these AECs is compatible with natural characteristics so as to minimize the 
likelihood of significant loss of private property and public resources. Furthermore, it is the 
objective of the Coastal Resources Commission to protect present common-law and statutory 
public rights of access to the lands and waters of the coastal area.” 

 
The requested variance is consistent with the intent, purpose, and spirits of both 15A N.C. 

Admin. Code 07H.0208(a)(2)(A) and the management objective of the Estuarine and Ocean 
System AEC set forth in 15A N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0203.  

 
First, a variance from these regulations, so as to allow the Dock Expansion, whether with 

or without reasonable conditions and safeguards as deemed appropriate  by the CRC,  would, with 
reference to 15A N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0208(a)(2)(A), “be sited and designed to avoid 
significant adverse impacts upon the productivity and biologic integrity of coastal wetlands, 
shellfish beds, submerged aquatic vegetation as defined by the Marine Fisheries Commission, and 
spawning and nursery areas.”  

 
Again, in their Application, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that coastal wetland 

species, such as smooth cordgrass, may be found under and east of the existing access pier, but not 
within the area of the Dock Expansion. Also, after having observed DMF’s mapping of submerged 
aquatic vegetation, Lutheran and the Shugarts identified that, based on numerous on-site 
evaluations, such vegetation does not typically grow within the area of Dock Expansion. Similarly, 
no shellfish were observed within the area which is closed to shellfishing. To ensure protection of 
the only coastal wetland species that may be impacted by the Docks Expansion, the West Indian 
manatee, the Shugarts represented that the Dock Expansion would be undertaken between 
November 1st and May 31st and, if not, that the Shugarts would adhere to the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service’s guidance on avoiding impacts to the species.  

 
Additionally, contrasting with DMF and DWR’s characterizations of the substrate as 

“muddy” and “more susceptible to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance,” David L. 
Winstead and Steven D. Kelly, P.E., professional engineers at RFTS, PLLC, note that “[t]he soils 
on which the stops will rest are expected to be medium dense clean fine sands,” less susceptible 
than a muddy substrate to resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance. Indeed, photographs 
of the substrate at the Property taken by Lutheran on August 12, 2022 and March 27, 2023 
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demonstrate a sandy, rather than muddy, substrate in the area of the Dock Expansion, from the 
existing access pier to the proposed floating platform. Lutheran also observed that “[s]ubstrate 
within the area of the proposed work is comprised of a layer of compacted muck, overlain by a 
relatively thin sand layer, with sparse shell matter.” 

 
Second, a variance from the foregoing regulations, so as to allow the Dock Expansion, 

whether with or without reasonable conditions and safeguards as deemed appropriate  by the CRC,  
would, with reference to 15A N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0203, enable the conservation and 
management of “estuarine waters, coastal wetlands, public trust areas, and estuarine and public 
trust shorelines,” particularly insofar as the Shugarts have offered to perform annual self-
inspections, supported by photos, and maintenance of mitigative measures, for the life of the 
docking facility, assuming the same conditions remain. A variance would “safeguard and 
perpetuate [the] social, economic, and aesthetic values” of such areas, by enabling the Shugarts to 
make the same use of the Intracoastal Waterway as is being made by their neighbors, and in no 
different form. Most importantly, perhaps, is that a variance would protect the Shugarts’ “present 
common-law and statutory public rights of access to the lands and waters of the coastal area,” and 
the exercise of such rights for the enjoyment of their family, and close friends, and visitors who 
marvel at the beauty of the Intracoastal Waterway, which such beauty the Shugarts themselves 
recognize, and seek to protect.  

 
The requested variance will secure the public safety and welfare. Again, the Dock 

Expansion is in keeping with the structures in the area, and will be in line with and not oceanward 
of the immediately adjacent structures on each side of the Property. Lutheran and the Shugarts 
indicated in their Application that, even more, the Dock Expansion “will include permanent stops, 
to keep the structure from resting on the bottom, during low tide,” that “the lifts will be installed 
so they can only be used in water depths greater than 18 inches…by limiting the length of the 
cables,” and that “[t]he floating platform will be used for loading and unloading only and will not 
serve for overnight docking.” DCM itself acknowledged in its Field Investigation Report, 
completed on December 20, 2022, that the purpose of the piling-less, dual hinge I-beam gangway 
from the existing fixed platform “is to provide access to a floating dock that is past the USACE 
setback line (without driving pilings) and to have the proposed floating dock located in deeper 
water to potentially lessen resource impacts to shallow bottom habitat.” The Shugarts’ engineers  
estimated  the  penetration of  the  proposed wooden  stops  supporting  the  floating  platform at  
only half  an  inch, and, again, the Shugarts have even offered to perform annual self-inspections, 
supported by photos, and maintenance of mitigative measures, for the life of the docking facility, 
assuming the same conditions remain. What’s more, having before approved of the Dock 
Expansion’s encroaching beyond the Corps’ setback line, the Corps issued to the Shugarts a permit 
authorizing the Dock Expansion on January 26, 2023. The Corps indicated that it did not have any 
comment on the Dock Expansion, so long as no pilings are installed waterward of the Corps’ 
Navigational Channel Setback line. 

 
Finally, the requested variance preserves substantial justice. As described above, the 

hardships to the Shugarts do not result from actions taken by the Shugarts but, instead, are the 
result of strict and imbalanced application of the development orders, rules, or standards issued by 
the CRC, and conditions peculiar or unique to their Property, as described above.  
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Again, the Shugarts are reasonable home owners, who merely seek to use their Property 
just as their neighbors have, and to exercise their common law and statutory public rights of access 
to waters of the coastal area, for the enjoyment of their family, and close friends. When they 
purchased the Property, they were told by the realtor that they would be able to construct a dock 
thereupon, just as adjacent property owners have. Throughout the entire process, from before 
construction of the structure presently at the Property to this variance petition, the Shugarts have 
made a good faith effort to devise a site plan in line with the existing structures of neighboring 
properties, to involve the Agencies, and to revise their plans so as to accommodate the Agencies’ 
concerns and to ensure consistency with management objectives, going back and forth for a period 
that spans three (3) years, incurring substantial expense as a result.  

 
The adjacent property at 2302 East Yacht Drive has an existing, access pier of similar 

length to the Shugarts’ access pier, connected to a larger fixed platform, 20 ft. by 13ft. in size, 
connected by a gangway of similar length to a slightly smaller floating platform, 13 ft. by 13 ft. in 
size, which such structure extends into similar water depths as the Dock Expansion. Photographs 
of the property at 2302 East Yacht Drive taken by Brian Shugart on February 4, 2022 demonstrate 
that, with low tide, the landward side of floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 2.5 
in. and the riverward side of the floating platform thereat sits in water depths as low as 7 in. The 
property at 2204 East Yacht Drive, the other property adjacent to the Property, also has an existing 
structure that extends into similar water depths as the Dock Expansion. The Dock Expansion is in 
line with, and does not extend beyond, both existing, permitted adjacent structures. An evaluation 
of aerial photographs reveals that the majority of the structures built along the same section of the 
Intracoastal Waterway contain boat lifts and floating platforms that rest in normal water depths 
much lower than 2 ft., with many of them resting in little to no water whatsoever.  

 
This notwithstanding, the adjacent structure at 2302 East Yacht Drive received a permit on 

July 17, 2003 and a similar structure at 2502 East Yacht Drive received a permit on February 6, 
2014, with no petition for a variance necessary, well after the regulation upon which DCM based 
its denial, and the management objective cited therein, were enacted. The Shugarts’ neighbors 
have been able to use, and receive permits for, similar structures that exist in similar water depths, 
and the Shugarts have been denied the ability to employ similar uses, as was represented to them 
as possible by the realtor, even after going back and forth with the Agencies for almost three (3) 
years and attempting as reasonably as possible to accommodate the Agencies’ concerns and to 
ensure consistency with management objectives. 

 
The neighboring owners of the properties adjacent to the Property, including among them 

the Town of Oak Island, received notice of the Application on October 13, 2022, and did not raise 
any concerns or objections thereto. In its final objections to the Dock Expansion, DMF indicated 
“if this project is approved, DMF recommends that the proposed floating dock be required to have 
feet as physical stops.” N.C. Gen. Stat. §113A-120.1(b) provides that the CRC “may impose 
reasonable and appropriate conditions and safeguards upon any variance it grants.” The Shugarts 
respectfully request that the CRC ensures their equal treatment by granting their variance petition, 
with such reasonable conditions and safeguards as are deemed appropriate by the CRC. 
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Staff’s Position: Yes.   

Staff agrees that the requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose and intent of 7H 
.0208(a)(2)(A) and the referenced management objective of 7H .0203, which balances protection 
of the resources within the Public Trust Areas and Estuarine Waters AECs with Petitioners’ 
riparian rights.  

DCM agrees that some flexibility should be provided for docking facilities along this shoreline 
because they may eventually need to relocate outside of the USACE setback and terminate closer 
to shore, in shallow waters designated as PNA. DCM staff feel that the short distance between the 
proposed slips and the ICW should be weighed along with DMF’s concerns about PNA impacts 
in this particular case, and that the use of “stops” on boat lifts in this specific area should be 
required in order to avoid having boats, bunks, platforms, or other structures resting on the bottom 
at low tide. 

Petitioners’ floating dock with “table top” stops is also important in potentially addressing the 
concerns expressed by DMF, WRC and DWR. DMF recommended a specific monitoring plan for 
the proposed floating dock in comments provided to DCM in July 2023 (attached), whereby DMF 
staff would “identify and measure any changes under and surrounding the floating structure.”  If 
implemented, DCM supports the request for the novel floating dock design as proposed. 
Additionally, Staff believe that the modified design and avoidance of the USACE setback secures 
public safety and welfare. Substantial justice would be preserved where Petitioners are allowed to 
develop a 3-slip structure similar to numerous other docking facilities along the same shoreline. 
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ATTACHMENT D: 

PETITIONER’S VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS 
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CAMA VARIANCE REQUEST FORM  DCM FORM 11 
DCM FILE No.:_________ 

PETITIONER’S NAME   BRIAN AND SUSAN SHUGART
COUNTY WHERE THE DEVELOPMENT IS PROPOSED    BRUNSWICK

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. § 113A-120.1 and 15A N.C.A.C. 07J .0700 et seq., the above named 
Petitioner hereby applies to the Coastal Resources Commission (CRC) for a variance.  

VARIANCE HEARING PROCEDURES 

A variance petition will be considered by the CRC at a regularly scheduled meeting, heard in 
chronological order based upon the date of receipt of a complete petition. 15A N.C.A.C. 07J 
.0701(e).  A complete variance petition, as described below, must be received by the Division of 
Coastal Management (DCM) a minimum of six (6) weeks in advance of the first day of a regularly 
scheduled CRC meeting to be eligible for consideration by the CRC at that meeting. 15A N.C.A.C. 
07J .0701(e).  The final set of stipulated facts must be agreed to at least four (4) weeks prior to the 
first day of a regularly scheduled meeting. 15A N.C.A.C. 07J .0701(e).  The dates of CRC 
meetings can be found at DCM’s website: www.nccoastalmanagement.net

If there are controverted facts that are significant in determining the propriety of a variance, or if the Commission 
determines that more facts are necessary, the facts will be determined in an administrative hearing. 15A N.C.A.C. 07J 
.0701(b). 

VARIANCE CRITERIA  

The petitioner has the burden of convincing the CRC that it meets the following criteria:  

(a) Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders issued by the 
Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships?  Explain the hardships. 

(b) Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property such as the 
location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.  

(c) Do the hardships result from actions taken by the petitioner?  Explain. 

(d) Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent 
of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) secure the public safety and 
welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice?  Explain. 

Please make your written arguments that Petitioner meets these criteria on a separate piece of paper.
The Commission notes that there are some opinions of the State Bar which indicate that non-attorneys may 
not represent others at quasi-judicial proceedings such as a variance hearing before the Commission.  
These opinions note that the practice of professionals, such as engineers, surveyors or contractors, 
representing others in quasi-judicial proceedings through written or oral argument, may be considered the 
practice of law.  Before you proceed with this variance request, you may wish to seek the advice of counsel 
before having a non-lawyer represent your interests through preparation of this Petition. 

For this variance request to be complete, the petitioner must provide the information listed 
below.  The undersigned petitioner verifies that this variance request is complete and 
includes: 

X The name and location of the development as identified on the permit application; 
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DELIVERY OF THIS HEARING REQUEST 

This variance petition must be received by the Division of Coastal Management at least six (6) 
weeks before the first day of the regularly scheduled Commission meeting at which it is heard. A 
copy of this request must also be sent to the Attorney General's Office, Environmental Division. 
15A N.C.A.C. 07J .0701(e). 

Contact Information for DCM: Contact Information for Attorney General’s Office: 

By mail, express mail or hand delivery: By mail: 
Director Environmental Division 
Division of Coastal Management  9001 Mail Service Center 

400 Commerce Avenue  Raleigh, NC 27699-9001 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

By express mail: 
By Fax: Environmental Division 
(252) 247-3330 114 W. Edenton Street 

Raleigh, NC 27603 
By Email:
Check DCM website for the email  By Fax:
address of the current DCM Director  (919) 716-6767 
www.nccoastalmanagement.net 

Revised: July 2014
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Attachments to CAMA Variance Petition 
Brian and Susan Shugart 

 The name and location of the development as identified on the permit application:  
o 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465 

 A copy of the permit decision for the development in question:  
o See Attachment A.  

 A copy of the deed to the property on which the proposed development would be located:  
o See Attachment B.  

 A complete description of the proposed development including site plan:  
o The proposed development is the expansion of an existing access pier and fixed 

platform on the Property, consisting of the installation of four (4) fixed finger piers for 
access to two (2) proposed boatlifts, each 14.5 ft. by 16 ft., flanking the existing fixed 
platform, and the installation of a 22 ft. by 8 ft., piling-less, floating platform accessed 
by a piling-less, dual hinge I-beam gangway from the existing fixed platform and 
supported by twelve (12), 8 in. by 8 in. wooden stops. The CAMA Major Permit 
Application narrative, dated October 10, 2022, and the final site plan, dated February 
23, 2023, are enclosed hereto as Attachment C.  

 A stipulation that the proposed development is inconsistent with the rule at issue:  
o See Attachment D.  

 Proof that notice was sent to adjacent owners and objectors:  
o See Attachment E.  

 Proof that a variance was sought from the local government, if applicable:  
o Not applicable. 

 Petitioner’s written reasons and arguments about why the Petitioner meets the four variance 
criteria:  

o See Attachment G.  

 A draft set of proposed stipulated facts and stipulated exhibits:  
o See Attachment F. 
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Attachment D to CAMA Variance Petition 
Brian and Susan Shugart 

Stipulation 

Brian and Susan Shugart, through their attorney, Alexander Elkan, hereby stipulate that 
the proposed development that is the subject of this variance petition is inconsistent with the 
regulation at issue, 15A N.C. Admin. Code 07H.0208(a)(2)(A).  
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ATTACHMENT E: 

STIPULATED EXHIBITS INCLUDING POWERPOINT 

 

A. General Warranty Deed to Petitioners 4083/721  
B. 2023 Tax Card for the Property 
C. Copy of USACE website on Wilmington District’s Setback Policy 
D. Affidavit of Brian Shugart re: seller’s representative 
E. CAMA General Permit issued February 4, 2021  
F. May 9, 2022 email from DCM to P’s agent re: major  
G. CAMA Major Permit Application materials 
H. Notice to adjacent riparian owners including letters, certified receipts and tracking 
I. DCM Field Investigation Report  
J. January 26, 2023 USACE Permit  
K. DMF January 30, 2023 comments  
L. DWR February 21, 2023 comments  
M. DCM’s February 21, 2023 Hold Letter  
N. Petitioner’s February 23, 2023 letter to DCM  
O. April 18, 2023 email from DMF to P’s agent  
P. April 19, 2023 letter from RFTS, PLLX with May 10, 2023 transmittal letter  
Q. Affidavit of Dana Lutheran with associated photos 
R. July 24, 2023 DMF comments  
S. August 18, 2023 Denial Letter  
T. Google Earth photos with USACE setbacks overlain 
U. 2003 Permit for 2302 East Yacht Drive  
V. 1995 Permit for 2404 East Yacht Drive 
W. 2004 Permit for 2502 East Yacht Drive 
X. Tracking information for notice to adjacent riparian owners of variance petition 
Y. Powerpoint with ground and aerial site photos of the Property and surrounding area 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 
 
COUNTY OF BRUNSWICK 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN SHUGART 

 
 
 

Comes now the Affiant, and being duly sworn, states as follows: 
 

1. I am the owner of the property at 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North 
Carolina 28465 (the “Property”). 

 
2. In late 2019, after my spouse, Susan Shugart, and I took title to the Property in July, 

2018, I spoke with a representative of the previous owners of the Property, whose name I do not 
recall, about our ability to construct a dock thereat, similar to the neighboring properties at 2204 
East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465 and 2302 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North 
Carolina 28465. 
 

3. The representative indicated that I could have a structure on my Property similar to 
that of my neighbors. I did not seek a permit for the construction of any docking structure on my 
Property while under contract to purchase the Property, nor did I request that the sellers of the 
Property apply for such a permit and then transfer it to me.  
 

Further Affiant sayeth not. 
 

[Signature page follows.] 
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Component 1  
Existing 80' x 6' Pier 
Shifted east 

Component 2  
Existing 18.5' x 19'  
fixed covered 
platform 

Component 6  
Proposed 22' x 8'  
floating platform 
with pileless 
gangway & perm- 
anent wooden stops 

Component 9  
Proposed boat  
lift (14.5' x 16') with 
permanent wooden  
stops

Note: SEGi revised the map to depict
the existing and proposed
structures. These are approximate
locations and were not surveyed.

~32.5'

~25'

Note: This map has been modified to depict
the existing and proposed structures,
both the Applicant's and neighbors.
These are approximate locations and
measurements and were not surveyed.

Length of Shoreline: 145'
Existing Platform Area: 351.5 SF
Proposed Platform Area: 168 SF
Total Platform Area: 519.5 SF
Number of slips existing: 0
Number of slips proposed: 3

Wooden, permanent "stops" are to
be placed at 18" above the substrate,
on the lifts and floating platform.

The substrate is packed, mucky sand, with
little or no shellfish and no SAV

~88'

Town of
Oak Island

Approximate location of
20' x 13' fixed platform,
13' x 13' floating platform
and boat lift, at 2302 E
Yacht Dr.

Approximate location of a
2 boat lift docking facility
at 2204 E Yacht Dr.

CAMA Major Permit Dock Plan
for

Mr. Brian Shugart
2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island

6 October 2022
Sheet 1 of 1(v2)

AICWW

~119'
~139'

Component 3B  
Proposed 7' x 4'  
finger platform  

Approx. 
  NLW

NHW

Pier Head Line  

1.0' MLW 0.4' MLW -0.2' MLW -1.2' MLW -1.5' MLW

Pier
Head
Line

USACE
Channel
Setback

1/4 Width
Line

Proposed
22' x 8'
floating platform

Pileless
gangway

Proposed
boat lift #2

Profile Drawing

Not to scale

AICWW

A

B

A B

Wooden stops
at 18" above substrate

~5'

Component 3A  
Proposed 7' x 4'  
fixed platform 

~5'

~10'

~54'

~17.5'

 4 5

~13' Gangway

3

Proposed
7' x 4'
fixed platform

Proposed
14' x 4'
fixed finger pier

Existing
18.5' x 19'
fixed, covered
platform

Existing
80' x 6'
fixed pier

5'

Approx. Coastal  
Wetland Line 

Component 10  
Proposed boat  
lift (14.5' x 16') with 
permanent wooden  
stops

Components 4 & 5  
2 - Proposed 14' x 4' 
finger piers  
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DCM MP-1 

APPLICATION for  
Major Development Permit 
(last revised 12/27/06) 

North Carolina DIVISION OF COASTAL MANAGEMENT 
 

1.  Primary Applicant/ Landowner Information 
Business Name  
Na 

Project Name (if applicable) 
2206 East Yacht Drive 

Applicant 1:  First Name 
Brian  

MI  
       

Last Name 
Shugart 

Applicant 2:  First Name 
       

MI  
       

Last Name 
      

If additional applicants, please attach an additional page(s) with names listed. 

Mailing Address 
1880 Woodstock Road            

PO Box 
      

City 
Clemmons 

State 
NC 

ZIP 
27012-9780       

Country 
US 

Phone No. 
336 - 529 - 7285      ext.       

FAX No.            
      -       -       

Street Address (if different from above) 
Same            

City 
      

State 
      

ZIP 
     -       

Email 
briandshugart@yahoo.com  

  

2.   Agent/Contractor Information 
Business Name  
Southern Environmental Group, Inc. - (Segi) 

Agent/ Contractor 1:  First Name 
Dana  

MI  
A   

Last Name 
Lutheran 

Agent/ Contractor 2:  First Name 
       

MI  
       

Last Name 
      

Mailing Address 
5315 South College Road, Suite E             

PO Box 
      

City 
Wilmington 

State 
NC 

ZIP 
28412       

 
Phone No. 1 
910 - 228 - 1841      ext.       

Phone No.  2 
      -       -            ext.       

FAX No.            
                    

Contractor #  
NA 

Street Address (if different from above) 
Same             

City 
      

State 
      

ZIP 
      -      

Email 
dlutheran@segi.us 

 
<Form continues on back> 
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3.   Project Location 
County (can be multiple) 
Brunswick                 

Street Address 
2206 East Yacht Dr.          

State Rd. # 
NA 

Subdivision Name 
NA 

City   
Oak Island 

State 
NC 

Zip 
28465 -        

Phone No. 
NA -       -                ext.       

Lot No.(s)  (if many, attach additional page with list) 
NA,      ,      ,      ,       

a.  In which NC river basin is the project located? 
Cape Fear (030300050802) 

b.  Name of body of water nearest to proposed project   
AICWW 

c.  Is the water body identified in (b) above, natural or manmade? 
Natural  Manmade  Unknown 

d.  Name the closest major water body to the proposed project site.    
AICWW 

e.  Is proposed work within city limits or planning jurisdiction? 
Yes      No 

f.  If applicable, list the planning jurisdiction or city limit the proposed 
work falls within. 

Oak Island 

 

4.  Site Description 
a.  Total length of shoreline on the tract (ft.) 

~107 LF 
b.  Size of entire tract (sq.ft.) 

0.49 +/- 

c.  Size of individual lot(s) 
NA,      ,      ,       
(If many lot sizes, please attach additional page with a list) 

d.  Approximate elevation of tract above NHW (normal high water) or 
NWL (normal water level) 
8'               NHW or NWL 

e.  Vegetation on tract 
The project site is a maintained single family dwelling, with typical ornamental trees, shrubs and grasses. Beyond the 
existing bulkhead, Spartina alternaflora can be found on the east side of the existing dock (see attached Project Narrative, 
for Existing Conditions photos). 

f.  Man-made features and uses now on tract 
Currently there is a single family dwelling, with associated driveway, a bulkhead, along the northern side of the property, 80' 
x 6' fixed pier, and 18.5' x 19'  fixed observation platform, extends waterward of the bulkhead (see attached 2022 GE 
Aerial). 

g.  Identify and describe the existing land uses adjacent to the proposed project site.   
Residential is dominant land use adjacent to the project site. However, NE 22nd Street, which is a dead end road, is directly 
to the east of the project site (see attached Project Narrative for Adjacent Riparian Property Owner Map). 

h.  How does local government zone the tract? 
Single family 
 

i.  Is the proposed project consistent with the applicable zoning? 
(Attach zoning compliance certificate, if applicable) 

Yes   No NA 

j.  Is the proposed activity part of an urban waterfront redevelopment proposal? Yes   No    

k.  Has a professional archaeological assessment been done for the tract?  If yes, attach a copy. 
 
If yes, by whom? 

Yes   No   NA 
 
      

l.  Is the proposed project located in a National Registered Historic District or does it involve a 
National Register listed or eligible property? 

Yes   No   NA 

 
<Form continues on next page> 
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m.  (i)  Are there wetlands on the site? 
 
(ii) Are there coastal wetlands on the site? 

 
(iii) If yes to either (i) or (ii) above, has a delineation been conducted? 

 (Attach documentation, if available) 

Yes   No    
 
Yes   No 
 
Yes   No 

n.  Describe existing wastewater treatment facilities.   
The project does not reqire wastewater treatment. 

o.  Describe existing drinking water supply source.   
The project does not require drinking water  

p.  Describe existing storm water management or treatment systems. 
The upland development was authorized through the Town of Oak Island. The project does not propose any new built upon 

area.  

 

5. Activities and Impacts 
a.  Will the project be for commercial, public, or private use?  Commercial     Public/Government     

Private/Community 

b.  Give a brief description of purpose, use, and daily operations of the project when complete.  
The purpose of this project is to install two boat lifts and one docking platform, in order to access and utilize Public Trust 
Waters, from a single family property, with dedicated riparian rights. The property owner will utilize the facility at his leisure.  

c.  Describe the proposed construction methodology, types of construction equipment to be used during construction, the number of each type 
of equipment and where it is to be stored. 
 The pilings will be installed by either jetting or hammering. Installation of the proposed floating structure will entail 
assembling the structure on dry land, floating it into position, and connecting it to the existing, 18.5' x 19', fixed platform, with 
the pileless gangway. A small boat and barge will used to install the pilings, which should not take more than one day. The 
remaining work will take place shortly thereafter. Traditional building materials will be used in the construction. 

d.  List all development activities you propose. 
The proposed work entails the installation of pilings to support the two (2) proposed 7' x 4' uncovered, fixed platforms and 
two (2) 14' x 4' finger piers, as well as the installation of the six (6) pilings, to be placed 14.5’, outside to outside and from 
bow to stern, and 16’, on center and from port to starboard and on each side of the 14' x 4' finger piers (total of twelve (12) 
pilings), for two (2) 12 ton boat lifts, and a 22' x 8' floating platform. 

e.  Are the proposed activities maintenance of an existing project, new work, or both? New 

f.  What is the approximate total disturbed land area resulting from the proposed project?  NA                 Sq.Ft  or Acres 
 

g.  Will the proposed project encroach on any public easement, public accessway or other area 
that the public has established use of? 

Yes   No   NA 

h.  Describe location and type of existing and proposed discharges to waters of the state.   
NA 

i.  Will wastewater or stormwater be discharged into a wetland?  
 

 If yes, will this discharged water be of the same salinity as the receiving water?  

Yes   No   NA 
 
Yes   No   NA 

j.  Is there any mitigation proposed? 
If yes, attach a mitigation proposal. 

Yes   No   NA 

 
<Form continues on back> 
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Form DCM MP-4 

STRUCTURES 
(Construction within Public Trust Areas) 
 

Attach this form to Joint Application for CAMA Major Permit, Form DCM MP-1.  Be sure to complete all other sections of the Joint 
Application that relate to this proposed project.  Please include all supplemental information. 

 

1.  DOCKING FACILITY/MARINA CHARACTERISTICS                      This section not applicable 

a. (i)  Is the docking facility/marina: 
Commercial   Public/Government   Private/Community 

  

b.  (i) Will the facility be open to the general public? 
  Yes   No    

c. (i) Dock(s) and/or pier(s) 
(ii) Number  1 (Component 1) 
(iii) Length 80' 
(iv) Width  6' 
(v) Floating Yes   No    

d. (i) Are Finger Piers included?   Yes   No    
If yes: 
(ii) Number   2 (Components 4 & 5) 
(iii) Length  14' 
(iv) Width 4' 
(v) Floating Yes   No    

e. (i)  Are Platforms included?  Yes   No    
If yes: 
(ii) Number   2 - Components 3A & B and 6 
(iii) Length  Components 3A & B - 7' / Component 6 - 22' 
(iv) Width   Components 3A & B - 4' / Component 6 -   8' 
(v) Floating Yes   No    
Note:  Roofed areas are calculated from dripline dimensions. 

f. (i)  Are Boatlifts included?   Yes   No    
If yes: 
(ii) Number   2 (Components 9 & 10) 
(iii) Length  14.5' from outside to outside 
(iv) Width   16' on center  

g. (i) Number of slips proposed 
3 
(ii) Number of slips existing 
0 

h. Check all the types of services to be provided. 
 Full service, including travel lift and/or rail, repair or 

maintenance service 
 Dockage, fuel, and marine supplies 
 Dockage (“wet slips”) only, number of slips:  1 
 Dry storage; number of boats:  2 
 Boat ramp(s); number of boat ramps:        
 Other, please describe:   
      

 

i. Check the proposed type of siting: 
 Land cut and access channel 
Open water; dredging for basin and/or channel 
Open water; no dredging required 
Other; please describe: 
Open water, where dredging prohibited due to PNA 
designation 
 

 

j. Describe the typical boats to be served (e.g., open runabout, 
charter boats, sail boats, mixed types). 
runabout, jet ski 
 

 

 

k. Typical boat length:  35 l. 
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m. (i) Will the facility have tie pilings? 
  Yes   No    
(ii) If yes number of tie pilings? 
0  

(i) Will the facility be open to the general public? 
  Yes   No    

 
2.  DOCKING FACILITY/MARINA OPERATIONS                       This section not applicable 

a. Check each of the following sanitary facilities that will be included in the proposed project. 
 Office Toilets 
 Toilets for patrons; Number:      ;  Location:       

 
 Showers 
 Boatholding tank pumpout; Give type and location:       

 
b. Describe treatment type and disposal location for all sanitary wastewater. 

      
 

 

c. Describe the disposal of solid waste, fish offal and trash. 
      

 

 

d. How will overboard discharge of sewage from boats be controlled?   
      

 

 

e. (i) Give the location and number of “No Sewage Discharge” signs proposed.   
      

 
(ii) Give the location and number of “Pumpout Available” signs proposed. 

      
 

f. Describe the special design, if applicable, for containing industrial type pollutants, such as paint, sandblasting waste and petroleum products. 
      

 

g. Where will residue from vessel maintenance be disposed of? 
      

 

h. Give the number of channel markers and “No Wake” signs proposed.         

i. Give the location of fuel-handling facilities, and describe the safety measures planned to protect area water quality.   
      

 

j. What will be the marina policy on overnight and live-aboard dockage?   
      

 

 

k. Describe design measures that promote boat basin flushing?   
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l. If this project is an expansion of an existing marina, what types of services are currently provided? 
      

 
 

m. Is the marina/docking facility proposed within a primary or secondary nursery area? 
Yes     No    

n. Is the marina/docking facility proposed within or adjacent to any shellfish harvesting area? 
Yes     No    

o. Is the marina/docking facility proposed within or adjacent to coastal wetlands/marsh (CW), submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), shell bottom 
(SB), or other wetlands (WL)?  If any boxes are checked, provide the number of square feet affected.  

CW          SAV          SB          
WL          None    

 

p. Is the proposed marina/docking facility located within or within close proximity to any shellfish leases?  Yes     No    
If yes, give the name and address of the leaseholder(s), and give the proximity to the lease.   

      
 

 

 
3. BOATHOUSE (including covered lifts)                This section not applicable 

a. (i)  Is the boathouse structure(s): 
Commercial   Public/Government   Private/Community 

(ii) Number        
(iii) Length        
(iv) Width        
Note:  Roofed areas are calculated from dripline dimensions. 

  

 
4. GROIN (e.g., wood, sheetpile, etc.  If a rock groin, use MP-2, Excavation and Fill.)           This section not applicable 

a. (i)  Number        
(ii) Length         
(iii) Width        

  

 
5. BREAKWATER (e.g., wood, sheetpile, etc.)               This section not applicable 

a. Length        b. Average distance from NHW, NWL, or wetlands 
      

c. Maximum distance beyond NHW, NWL or wetlands 
      

  

 
6. MOORING PILINGS and BUOYS              This section not applicable 

a. Is the structure(s):    
Commercial   Public/Government   Private/Community 

b. Number         

c. Distance to be placed beyond shoreline         
Note:  This should be measured from marsh edge, if present. 

d. Description of buoy (color, inscription, size, anchor, etc.) 
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Southern Environmental Group, Inc. 
5315 South College Road, Suite E 

Wilmington, NC 28412 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2206 East Yacht Drive 
Oak Island, Brunswick County, NC 

CAMA Major Project Narrative 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared for: 

Mr. Brian Shugart 
1880 Woodstock Road 
Clemmons, NC 27012 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared by: 
 

Dana Lutheran 
Southern Environmental Group, Inc. 
5315 South College Road, Suite E 

Wilmington, NC 28412 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Date: 

10 October 2022 
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2206 East Yacht Drive CAMA Major Permit PN                                                                                         SEGi 

Page 2 of 22 
 

1) Project Information:  

a) Applicant Contact Information:  Phone: (336)529-7285   
Email: briandshugart@yahoo.com  

b) Brunswick Co. Parcel ID #:  235GA030 (see Attachment 1)   
c) Project Location: 2206 East Yacht Drive (see Attachment 2) 
d) Project Size:  +/- 0.49 AC (see Attachment 1) 
e) Waterbody:   Atlantic Intracoastal Waterway (ICWW)  
f) Width of Waterbody: Approximately 445 linear feet (see Attachment 3) 
g) DWR Water Classification:  SA;HQW (see Attachment 4)  
h) Primary Nursery (PNA):  This area is classified as PNA (see Attachment 5) 

2) Project History: 

The Applicant purchased the property in 2020 and was told, by the realtor, that he could have a dock. It wasn’t until 
the Applicant went to obtain a permit, from the Division of Coastal Management (DCM), that he became aware of 
the inability to secure a permit for boat lifts and/or floating structures, at this location. In order to be able to take 
advantage of his riparian rights, the Applicant secured a CAMA General Permit and installed a 80’ x 6’ fixed pier 
and 18.5’ x 19’ fixed and covered, observation platform (see Attachment 6). As part of that permit process, the 
Applicant enlisted Stroud Engineering, to survey the mean low water depths, at the site. The work was undertaken 
on 8 March 2021, using NAVD 1988 MLW Datum, where 0.00’ MLW equals 2.57’ NAVD 1988 (see Attachment 
7). The structure was built as per the approved plan.   

3) Proposed Project:  

The Applicant is seeking approval to install eight (8) pilings, 14.5’ x 16’, for two (2) 12 ton boat lifts; one (1) 22’ x 
8’ floating platform (i.e., taxi dock); two (2) 4’ x 4’ finger piers and two (2) 7’ x 4’ platforms, which will all be 
accessible by the existing dock and gazebo. A pileless gangway will be used, in place of pilings, to secure the floating 
platform to the existing covered, fixed platform. The floating platform will be used for loading and unloading only 
and will not serve for overnight docking. To ensure the proposed structures will not negatively affect the substrate, 
the platform will include permanent stops, to keep the structure from resting on the bottom, during low tide. 
Additionally, the lifts will be installed so they can only be used in water depths greater than 18”. This can be achieved 
by limiting the length of the cables. Please see Attachment 8, for details of the proposed work. 

Equipment, such as a barge and pump will be used to install the pilings. If necessary, the barge will be moored, when 
not in use, in an area where it will not rest on the bottom. Typical building materials will be used to construct the 
floating platform and finger piers.  

4) Purpose and Need: 

The purpose of this project is to provide access to Public Trust Waters, through the installation of two boat lifts and 
a floating platform, at Mr. Shugart’s waterfront property, in Oak Island, North Carolina.  

5) Existing conditions:  

The project site is located on a relatively narrow (i.e., ~433’) Atlantic ICWW, where boat traffic is very heavy, 
especially from March through October. The area is not a protected, No Wake Zone, and wave action has caused the 
accumulation of sediment to take place, waterward of the existing bulkhead. Coastal wetland species (i.e., Smooth 
Cordgrass (Spartina alternaflora)) can be found under and east of the existing pier but not within the proposed work 
area (see Attachment 9). Substrate within the area of the proposed work is comprised of a layer of compacted muck, 
overlain by a relatively thin sand layer, with sparse shell matter (see Attachment 9). According to the Division of 
Marine Fisheries’ (DMF) Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) Overlay .kmz file, SAV has not been mapped and 
based on numerous on-site evaluations, do not typically grow, within the area of the proposed work (see Appendix 
10). According to the Mean Low Water Depth Survey, water depths in the location of the proposed work range from 
-0.2’ to -1.2’ MLW (see Attachment 8).  
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Photo 1 Distance between adjacent western and project 
docks 

Photo 2 Distance between adjacent eastern and project 
docks 

There are two docks, with floating platforms and boat lifts, on the west and east sides of the project site. The western 
structure is approximately 120’ long and approximately 37 linear feet away from proposed slip #1, while the eastern 
structure is approximately 110’ long and, at its closest point, approximately 89 linear feet away from proposed slip 
#2 (see Photos 1 & 2 below). The western dock is within the 15’ setback.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the project site abuts the Atlantic ICWW, the development is restricted by the US Army Corps of Engineers’ 
(USACE) Navigational Channel Setback line (see Attachment 11). SEGi submitted a copy of the proposed plan to 
Mr. Justin Arnette, with the USACE Navigation Unit, who said the agency has no comment on the proposed project, 
as long as there are no pilings, waterward of the USACE’s Navigational Channel Setback line (see Attachment 12). 

It should be noted, an evaluation of aerial photos revealed the majority of the docks, built along this section of the 
ICWW, contain boat lifts and floating docks and do not have 2’ of water at normal low water. In fact, a good number 
of them have little or no water during that time. Many of those docks, including the two adjacent docking structures, 
also extend beyond the USACE’s Navigational Channel Setback.  Please see Attachment 13 

6) Threatened and Endangered Species: 

To ensure protection of the West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus), the work will be undertaken between 
November 1 and May 31. If this is not possible, the Applicant will adhere to the US Fish and Wildlife’s guidance 
entitled “GUIDELINES FOR AVOIDING IMPACTS TO THE WEST INDIAN MANATEE, Precautionary 
Measures for Construction Activities in North Carolina Waters” (see Attachment 14).    

7) Shellfish  

The area is closed to shellfishing (see Attachment 15). During SEGi’s field evaluation, which occurred on 8/10/22, 
no shellfish were observed within the proposed work area (see Attachment 9). 

8) Adjacent Riparian Property Owner Notifications: 

In accordance with 15A NCAC 07J .0204(b)(5), the adjacent riparian property owners (APO), as identified in the 
permit application, have been notified via certified return mail. The notification included the application and site 
plan, for the proposed development, as this project requires a CAMA Major Development Permit Application. 
According to the Brunswick County GIS, the following are the adjacent riparian property owners: 

Map Number Parcel ID Owner Mailing Address 
1 SE 22nd Street Town of Oak Island 4601 East Oak Island Drive, Oak Island, NC 28465 

2 235GA029 Mitchell Rowell PO Box 237, Indian Trail, NC 28079 

The ARPO have been notified. Please see Attachment 16, for copies of the certified mail receipts. 
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9) DWR Pre-Filing Request Requirement: 

SEGi submitted a Pre-Filing Request Form to the DWR on 8/10/22 (see Attachment 17). Additionally, on or about 
7 July 2022, SEGi spoke with Ms. Holley Snider, with the Wilmington Region Office DWR, who recommended the 
Applicant submit the CAMA Major Permit Application, for official review.   

The project proponent hereby certifies that all information contained herein is true, accurate, and complete to the 
best of my knowledge and belief. 

The project proponent hereby requests that the certifying authority review and take action, on this CWA 401 
certification request, within the applicable reasonable period of time. 

Summary: 

In summary, the Mr. Brian Shugart is seeking authorization, in the form of a CAMA Major Permit, to perform new 
work, within Public Trust Waters, at his property, that abuts the Atlantic ICWW, at 2206 East Yacht Drive, in Oak 
Island, Brunswick County, North Carolina.   
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Vicinity Map
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Width of Waterbody Exhibit
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DWR Water Classification Map
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NC DMF Primary Nursery Area Map
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Y
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C
H

T
D

R
.d

gn

1 2

Component 1  
Existing 80' x 6' Pier 
Shifted east 

Component 2  
Existing 18.5' x 19'  
fixed covered 
platform 

Component 6  
Proposed 22' x 8'  
floating platform 
with pileless 
gangway & perm- 
anent wooden stops 

Component 9  
Proposed boat  
lift (14.5' x 16') with 
permanent wooden  
stops

Note: SEGi revised the map to depict
the existing and proposed
structures. These are approximate
locations and were not surveyed.

~32.5'

~25'

Note: This map has been modified to depict
the existing and proposed structures,
both the Applicant's and neighbors.
These are approximate locations and
measurements and were not surveyed.

Length of Shoreline: 145'
Existing Platform Area: 351.5 SF
Proposed Platform Area: 168 SF
Total Platform Area: 519.5 SF
Number of slips existing: 0
Number of slips proposed: 3

Wooden, permanent "stops" are to
be placed at 18" above the substrate,
on the lifts and floating platform.

The substrate is packed, mucky sand, with
little or no shellfish and no SAV

~88'

Town of
Oak Island

Approximate location of
20' x 13' fixed platform,
13' x 13' floating platform
and boat lift, at 2302 E
Yacht Dr.

Approximate location of a
2 boat lift docking facility
at 2204 E Yacht Dr.

CAMA Major Permit Dock Plan
for

Mr. Brian Shugart
2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island

6 October 2022
Sheet 1 of 1(v2)

AICWW

~119'
~139'

Component 3B  
Proposed 7' x 4'  
finger platform  

Approx. 
  NLW

NHW

Pier Head Line  

1.0' MLW 0.4' MLW -0.2' MLW -1.2' MLW -1.5' MLW

Pier
Head
Line

USACE
Channel
Setback

1/4 Width
Line

Proposed
22' x 8'
floating platform

Pileless
gangway

Proposed
boat lift #2

Profile Drawing

Not to scale

AICWW

A

B

A B

Wooden stops
at 18" above substrate

~5'

Component 3A  
Proposed 7' x 4'  
fixed platform 

~5'

~10'

~54'

~17.5'

 4 5

~13' Gangway

3

Proposed
7' x 4'
fixed platform

Proposed
14' x 4'
fixed finger pier

Existing
18.5' x 19'
fixed, covered
platform

Existing
80' x 6'
fixed pier

5'

Approx. Coastal  
Wetland Line 

Component 10  
Proposed boat  
lift (14.5' x 16') with 
permanent wooden  
stops

Components 4 & 5  
2 - Proposed 14' x 4' 
finger piers  
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Attachment 9 

 
SEGi Site Evaluation Photos taken 8/10/22 

(Note: Tide was very low on the day of inspection) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coastal wetlands west of exiting pier Coastal wetlands east of existing pier 

Western closest dock, with lifts and floater,  
and substrate in the area of the proposed 
work 

Eastern closest dock, with lifts and floater, and 
substrate in the area of the proposed work 

Substrate in the area of the proposed work Dock with lifts and floater across ICWW from 
project site 

Dock with lifts and floater across ICWW from 
project site 
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From: Arnette, Justin R CIV USARMY CESAW (USA)
To: dlutheran@segi.us
Cc: "Amico, Patrick J"
Subject: RE: [URL Verdict: Unknown][Non-DoD Source] RE: [External] 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island CAMA Permit Site Plan
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 6:25:24 AM

Dana,
That meets what we discussed.  That is an interesting change in design, I like it.  Thanks.
 
Justin
 
 
Justin Arnette
Team Lead Cartographer
Landuse Coordinator
 
Wilmington District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
910-251-4196
justin.r.arnette@usace.army.mil
 
 
 

From: dlutheran@segi.us <dlutheran@segi.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2022 1:18 PM
To: Arnette, Justin R CIV USARMY CESAW (USA) <Justin.R.Arnette@usace.army.mil>
Cc: 'Amico, Patrick J' <Patrick.Amico@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: RE: [URL Verdict: Unknown][Non-DoD Source] RE: [External] 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island CAMA Permit Site Plan
 
Hello, Justin.
 
Attached is the revised plan, with the floater moved back 5’. Please feel free to call with any questions or
concerns.
 
Dana
 
Southern Environmental Goup, Inc.
5315 South College Road, Suite E
Wilmington, NC 28412
Phone: 910.452.2711
Mobile: 910.228.1841 (preferred)
www.segi.us
 
From: Arnette, Justin R CIV USARMY CESAW (USA) <Justin.R.Arnette@usace.army.mil> 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:57 AM
To: dlutheran@segi.us
Cc: 'Amico, Patrick J' <Patrick.Amico@ncdenr.gov>
Subject: RE: [URL Verdict: Unknown][Non-DoD Source] RE: [External] 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island CAMA Permit Site Plan
 
Dana,
Just to be clear, there is no pierhead line in the corps eyes.  The setback line is the only line that my office looks at or takes
into account.  I know other agencies may look at and take a pierhead line into account but we do not as the setback is the line
that restricts construction. 
 
Thanks.
 
Justin
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Attachment 13 

 
Arial Photos of ICWW along Oak Island 
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        United States Department of the Interior

                                 FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
                                                                   Raleigh Field Office

                                                           Post Office Box 33726

                                                Raleigh, North Carolina 27636-3726

GUIDELINES FOR AVOIDING IMPACTS TO THE WEST INDIAN MANATEE

Precautionary Measures for Construction Activities in North Carolina Waters

The West Indian manatee (Trichechus manatus), also known as the Florida manatee, is
a Federally-listed endangered aquatic mammal protected under the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) and the Marine Mammal Protection Act
of 1972, as amended (16 U.S.C 1461 et seq.).  The manatee is also listed as endangered
under the North Carolina Endangered Species Act of 1987 (Article 25 of Chapter 113 of
the General Statutes).  The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) is the lead Federal
agency responsible for the protection and recovery of the West Indian manatee under the
provisions of the Endangered Species Act.

Adult manatees average 10 feet long and weigh about 2,200 pounds, although some
individuals have been recorded at lengths greater than 13 feet and weighing as much as
3,500 pounds.  Manatees are commonly found in fresh, brackish, or marine water habitats,
including shallow coastal bays, lagoons, estuaries, and inland rivers of varying salinity
extremes.  Manatees spend much of their time underwater or partly submerged, making
them difficult to detect even in shallow water.  While the manatee’s principal stronghold in
the United States is Florida, the species is considered a seasonal inhabitant of North
Carolina with most occurrences reported from June through October.  

To protect manatees in North Carolina, the Service’s Raleigh Field Office has prepared
precautionary measures for general construction activities in waters used by the species.
Implementation of these measure will allow in-water projects which do not require blasting

to proceed without adverse impacts to manatees.  In addition, inclusion of these guidelines
as conservation measures in a Biological Assessment or Biological Evaluation, or as part
of the determination of impacts on the manatee in an environmental document prepared
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act, will expedite the Service’s review of the
document for the fulfillment of requirements under Section 7 of the Endangered Species
Act.  These measures include:

1.  The project manager and/or contractor will inform all personnel associated with the
project that manatees may be present in the project area, and the need to avoid any harm
to these endangered mammals.  The project manager will ensure that all construction
personnel know the general appearance of the species and their habit of moving about
completely or partially submerged in shallow water.  All construction personnel will be
informed that they are responsible for observing water-related activities for the presence
of manatees.  

2.  The project manager and/or the contractor will advise all construction personnel that

Page 1 of 3
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there are civil and criminal penalties for harming, harassing, or killing manatees which are
protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act. 

3.  If a manatee is seen within 100 yards of the active construction and/or dredging
operation or vessel movement, all appropriate precautions will be implemented to ensure
protection of the manatee.  These precautions will include the immediate shutdown of
moving equipment if a manatee comes within 50 feet of the operational area of the
equipment.  Activities will not resume until the manatee has departed the project area on
its own volition (i.e., it may not be herded or harassed from the area).

4.  Any collision with and/or injury to a manatee will be reported immediately.  The report
must be made to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (ph. 919.856.4520 ext. 16), the
National Marine Fisheries Service (ph. 252.728.8762), and the North Carolina Wildlife
Resources Commission (ph. 252.448.1546).    

5.  A sign will be posted in all vessels associated with the project where it is clearly visible
to the vessel operator.  The sign should state:  

CAUTION:  The endangered manatee may occur in these waters during the warmer
months, primarily from June through October.  Idle speed is required if operating
this vessel in shallow water during these months.  All equipment must be shut down
if a manatee comes within 50 feet of the vessel or operating equipment.  A collision
with and/or injury to the manatee must be reported immediately to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (919-856-4520 ext. 16), the National Marine Fisheries Service
(252.728.8762), and the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission
(252.448.1546).

6.  The contractor will maintain a log detailing sightings, collisions, and/or injuries to
manatees during project activities.  Upon completion of the action, the project manager will
prepare a report which summarizes all information on manatees encountered and submit
the report to the Service’s Raleigh Field Office.

7.  All vessels associated with the construction project will operate at “no wake/idle” speeds
at all times while in water where the draft of the vessel provides less than a four foot
clearance from the bottom.  All vessels will follow routes of deep water whenever possible.

8.  If siltation barriers must be placed in shallow water, these barriers will be: (a) made of
material in which manatees cannot become entangled; (b) secured in a manner that they
cannot break free and entangle manatees; and, (c) regularly monitored to ensure that
manatees have not become entangled.  Barriers will be placed in a manner to allow
manatees entry to or exit from essential habitat.  

Prepared by (rev. 06/2003):

U.S. Fish and W ildlife Service

Raleigh Field Office

Post Office Box 33726

Raleigh, North Carolina 27636-3726

919/856-4520
Page 2 of 3
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Figure 1.  The whole body of the West Indian manatee may be visible in clear water; but
in the dark and muddy waters of coastal North Carolina, one normally sees only a small
part of the head when the manatee raises its nose to breathe.

Illustration used with the permission of the North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences.
Source: Clark, M. K. 1987.  Endangered, Threatened, and Rare Fauna of North Carolina:  Part I.
A re-evaluation of the mammals.  Occasional Papers of the North Carolina Biological Survey 1987-
3. North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences. Raleigh, NC.  pp. 52.
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1

dlutheran@segi.us

From: dlutheran@segi.us
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2022 10:40 AM
To: '401PreFile@ncdenr.gov'
Subject: 2206 East Yacht Drive 401 Pre-Filing Request

Project Name:             2206 East Yacht Drive CAMA Major Permit 
Applicant Name:         Brian Shugart 
Address:                     Same as project, Oak Island, Brunswick Co. 
Consultant:                 SEGi – Dana Lutheran (910.228.1841) 
Project Description:    Install two boat lifts and a floating platform 
 
Southern Environmental Goup, Inc. 
5315 South College Road, Suite E 
Wilmington, NC 28412 
Phone: 910.452.2711  
Mobile: 910.228.1841 (preferred) 
www.segi.us  
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72 

Exhibit T to Attachment F to CAMA Variance Petition 
Brian and Susan Shugart 

 
Adjacent Owners’ Certified Mail Receipts of Notice of Application (October 13, 2022) 
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Southern Environmntal Group, Inc. 

5315 South College Road, Suite E 
Wilmington, NC 28412 

 

4863-7780-8137.v3 

 
October 10, 2022 

 
 
 
 

CERTIFIED MAIL-RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
 
Mr. Mitchell Rowell and Mrs. Beverly Rowell 
P.O. Box 237 
Indian Trail, North Carolina, 28079-0237 
 
 Re: Coastal Area Management Act (“CAMA”) Major Permit 

Mr. Brian Shugart 
Brunswick County, North Carolina 

 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rowell: 

You recently received notification of Mr. Brian Shugart’s plan to install water dependent structures 
at his property. As stated in the previous notice, the work requires a Coastal Area Management Act 
(“CAMA”) Major Permit, from the North Carolina Division of Coastal Management, and will take place at 
his property at 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465. We are sending this second notice 
due to changes to the site plan, which increased the building footprint.  

The proposed development now includes the addition of a 16’ x 4’ uncovered platform, that will 
extend off the north side of the existing 16’ x 16’ covered platform; two (2) fixed finger piers, with 
dimensions of 14’ x 4’ and extending north from the proposed uncovered platform; one (1) floating 
platform, with dimensions of 22’ x 8’ and connected to the proposed fixed platform, with a pileless 
gangway; and the addition of two (2) boat lifts, which will be situated next to the two (2) proposed finger 
piers. Copies of the revised site plan and the CAMA permit application, for the proposed development, are 
attached. No part of the proposed development extends into the 15’ Riparian Setback, thus no action on 
your behalf is necessary.  

As part of the permit process, I am required to notify you of my client’s proposed development. If 
you have any questions about my client’s proposed development, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(910) 228-1841 or by e-mail, at dlutheran@segi.us. If you wish to make comments on our client’s proposed 
development, you may direct your comments to the North Carolina Division of Coastal Management, 127 
Cardinal Drive Extension, Wilmington, North Carolina 28405.  

      Sincerely yours, 
 

 
 
      Dana A. Lutheran 
 SEGi Regulatory Specialist 
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Southern Environmntal Group, Inc. 

5315 South College Road, Suite E 
Wilmington, NC 28412 

4870-4889-6777.v3 

 
October 10, 2022 

 
 
 
 

CERTIFIED MAIL-RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
 
Mr. Steve Edwards or Mr. David Kelly 
4601 East Oak Island 
Oak Island, North Carolina 28465 
 
 Re: Coastal Area Management Act (“CAMA”) Major Permit 

Mr. Brian Shugart 
Brunswick County, North Carolina 

 
Dear Mr. Edwards or Mr. Kelly: 

You recently received notification of Mr. Brian Shugart’s plan to install water dependent structures 
at his property. As stated in the previous notice, the work requires a Coastal Area Management Act 
(“CAMA”) Major Permit, from the North Carolina Division of Coastal Management, and will take place at 
his property at 2206 East Yacht Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465. We are sending this second notice 
due to changes to the site plan, which increased the building footprint.  

The proposed development now includes the addition of a 16’ x 4’ uncovered platform, that will 
extend off the north side of the existing 16’ x 16’ covered platform; two (2) fixed finger piers, with 
dimensions of 14’ x 4’ and extending north from the proposed uncovered platform; one (1) floating 
platform, with dimensions of 22’ x 8’ and connected to the proposed fixed platform, with a pileless 
gangway; and the addition of two (2) boat lifts, which will be situated next to the two (2) proposed finger 
piers. Copies of the revised site plan and the CAMA permit application, for the proposed development, are 
attached. No part of the proposed development extends into the 15’ Riparian Setback, thus no action on 
your behalf is necessary.  

As part of the permit process, I am required to notify you of my client’s proposed development. If 
you have any questions about my client’s proposed development, please do not hesitate to contact me at 
(910) 228-1841 or by e-mail, at dlutheran@segi.us. If you wish to make comments on our client’s proposed 
development, you may direct your comments to the North Carolina Division of Coastal Management, 127 
Cardinal Drive Extension, Wilmington, North Carolina 28405.  

      Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
      Dana A. Lutheran 
 SEGi Regulatory Specialist 
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February 21, 2023 
 

 
Dana Lutheran  (dlutheran@segi.us) 
Southern Environmental Group, Inc. 
 
 
SUBJECT:  Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) Permit Application Submittal for Brian 

and Susan Shugart, in Brunswick County 
 
All:  
 
This letter is in response to the above referenced CAMA Major Permit application, which was 
accepted as complete by the Division’s Wilmington office on November 28, 2022. Processing of 
the application is ongoing. However, it has been determined that additional information will be 
required prior to the Division taking final action on your application. The required item is 
summarized below: 

 
1) Comments were received from the NC Division of Marine Fisheries (NC DMF) detailing 

concerns with the proposed project due to insufficient water depths and the potential 
impacts proposed structure will have via bottom disturbance of Primary Nursery Area.  
These comments have been included as attachments within this email. 
 

2) In accordance with 15A NCAC 07H.0208(a)(2)(B), it is the policy of this Division that, 
prior to taking final action on a project of this nature, a Water Quality Certification for 
the proposed development must first be approved by the Division of Water Resources 
(DWR).  
 
 

On February 17, 2023, the DWR placed the project on hold as proposed and requested additional 
information.  I have provided the state agency comments and the DWR hold letter within this 
email notification for your reference. 
 
Therefore, it is necessary that processing of your permit application be placed in abeyance until 
such time as the required information is accepted by the resource agencies and final comments 
have been provided. 
 
If you have any questions concerning these matters, please feel free to contact me by telephone 
at (252) 515-5419, or by email at cameron.luck@ncdenr.gov.  
 

099

mailto:cameron.luck@ncdenr.gov


 

 
 

     
 

Sincerely,  
     
        
 
       Cameron Luck 
       Division of Coastal Management 
       Assistant Major Permits Coordinator 
 
 
CC:  
 
DCM WiRO 
Greg Currey, USACE Wilmington Regulatory Field Office 
Holley Snider, DWR WiRO 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 
 
COUNTY OF BRUNSWICK 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANA A. LUTHERAN 

 
 
 

Comes now the Affiant, and being duly sworn, states as follows: 
 
1. I am a Project Manager and Regulatory Specialist at Southern Environmental 

Group, Inc. I have been employed in these positions since March 2005. 
 

2. I am familiar with CAMA and building requirements in Brunswick County. 
 
3. I am personally familiar with and have visited the property at 2206 East Yacht 

Drive, Oak Island, North Carolina 28465 (the “Property”). 
 
4. On August 12, 2022, at or around 11:30 a.m., and on March 7, 2023, at or around 

1:30 p.m., I observed  the composition of the substrate at the Property by taking the photographs 
attached hereto as Exhibit A, at the locations within the Property identified therein.  

 
5. I observed that the substrate is sandy, rather than muddy, in the area of the proposed 

dock expansion, from the existing access pier to the proposed floating platform. Specifically, the 
substrate in the area is comprised of a layer of compacted muck, overlain by a relatively thin sand 
layer, with sparse shell matter. 

 
6. In my experience, a substrate of such composition is less susceptible than a muddy 

substrate to the resuspension of sediment from bottom disturbance. 
 
Further Affiant sayeth not. 

 
[Signature page follows.] 
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September 2021 aerial 
Write a description for your map. 

Legend    
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April 2023 aerial 
Write a description for your map. 

Legend    
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March 2023 aerial 
Write a description for your map. 

Legend    
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March 2023 aerial 
Write a description for your map. 

Legend    
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Applicant

Address

City `-,- 

ft 11
v I S eCAMA AND DREDGE AND FILL,..,

e

GENERAL ; 14139 ` 1) 
1 5

PERMIT - t

as authorized by the State of North Cz . a............ md., mM.« mw

Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources and the Coastal Resources Commission

in an area of environmental concern pursuant to 15A NCAC Q k , I200
f

4W
J t bsi Sk—tr--[ a-za / b -,, Phone Number 9 1' 2-- 7 ' F73940 0

Project LocatiW ( County, State Road, Water Body, etc.) 
r

Type of Project Activity

State W C zip ' 2. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Pier ( dock) length

SKETCH ( SCALE: 

T7_'
a _. tee

1 t/ utihi - 7'T_ 

i

i

i

1 —- 

4  ) 

Groin length

number

Bulkhead length-- 

max. distance offshore I

Basin, channel dimensions i

2
cubic yards

Boat ramp dimensions

i

Other

4Zici 2 k . i
i— 

Ria 1 b I 1115 A / 

This permit is subject to compliance with this application, site ( l
drawing and attached general and specific conditions. Any \ 
violation of these terms may subject the permittee to a fine, 

k

imprisonment or civil action; and may cause the permit to be- 
come null and void.— i

This permit must be on the project site and accessible to the

permit officer when the project is inspected for compliance. 

The applicant certifies by signing this permit that 1) this pro- 
ject is consistent with the local land use plan and all local

ordinances, and 2) a written statement has been obtained from

adjacent riparian landowners certifying that they have no
objections to the proposed work. 

In issuing this permit the State of North Carolina certifies that
this project is consistent with the North Carolina Coastal

Management Program. 

issuing date

applicant' s signature

permit orricer-s sigpature

I

expiration date

attachments H

application fee   1 `/ 
L+ 
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CAMA/ DREDGE & FILL 1

ENERAL PERMIT Previous permit#
INew lilModification LComplete Reissue    Partial Reissue

Date previous permit issued
ized by the State of North Carolina, Department of Environment and Natural Resources
oastal Resources Commission in an area of environmental concern pursuant to 15A NCAC     . 

El Rules attached.

Name 77c:  ,   •   /"% I7i!       Project Location: County J ii,>5,-U, C. k..

e Street Address/ State Road/ Lot#( s)    „ 75-02

i       ,.s State VC, ZIP a; '/(,. L--e. 574 ya c.A f  )r' s e

Fax#(     )       Subdivision

edAgent   /     7e", / Cci") / Sl  (;   , y/> Gsrc/      City ,   / G / 5/ 1 Pic/       ZIP xeim,3

E CW     EW     PTA E ES     PTS Phone# (      )     River Basin Ll r/+-,
OEA    HHF 0 IH E UBA   N/ A

Adj. Wtr. Body 9-744> l c, nat CfPWS:   EFC:

yes / no PNA yes / no Crit. Hab.  yes / no
Closest Maj. Wtr. Body      /` i1Gv)Gc

Project/ Activity   / n.s/ i-f-C Cede.)4 I-./'

Scale:/ = L

k) length 98 'eiv i 5 erg
s) / Z x/! v e. 0 i 5{ 7.   r 0447-rt

er( s)    
1 l

igth I i 1

nber

b

I/ Riprap length
T

l— Ili rt i  -      __   i     _
distance offshore

x distance offshore

1
3+ ...   -    

cannel T  •

nc yards_

j1p

se/ Boatlift / a x/  I 4a i

C... ..........."  ti,JI
illdozing i I I  }

I
i

I i 4

lia Length 6 0 i 4..  f

I. r   —
not sure yes I no I L t '

11` 
I      ;  !    I  •    

r
I

not sure yes jno 1

i d  :
um:    n/ a yes no

yes no,      
i__ 1-   -    t e, c-,   c

T}

attached:       yes rn  ;  I I L J(, u rd/'/ Le_ ,       i L-    1  ,

ig permit may be required by:  Sll riC-Z n See note on back regarding River Basin rn
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GENERAL PERMIT COMPUTER FORM
APPLICANT NAME:

O O'

ADDITIONAL NAMES:

AEC DESIG: Jai DEVELOP AREA:       . C) L PROJ DESC:  P -
Will only take 6)    

Will only take 1)

WORK: r52
Will only take 4)

MAINT:
Will only take 4)

IMP: Uw
will only take 6)

ACTION EXPIRATION

DREDGE& FILL REQUIRED: 2/• O` - Z / -

CAMA MAJOR DEVEL REQUIRED:    6 • Z/'  6111 9. 2-1•  o 1-

t
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American Fish Company
P. O. Box 11046 dr/,    1!

Southport, North Carolina 28461
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CAMA AND DREDGE AND FILL

GENERAL
JUL ® 27 1993

PERMITLI)5L--jauLnO

as authorized by the State of North Carolina ""-"- ... 
Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources and the Coastal Resources Commission

in an area of environmental concern pursuant to 15 NCAC 7 0 f /? y, C. 

Applicant Name Hf

Address T2 2

Phone Number

City Ghn l t " State jlli! Zip d U 017

Project Location ( County, State Road, Water Body, etc.) L2 r U I) StOI C j- ( 4001 { I i T Jac l•,f- 

Type of Project Activity ` 1 -; c r, ti ( Icy f' F Cif E x. y l
1

iv /1-] 

I .] r lin Jf/ iiAri Ll " i1 ; ir r-- ll';1r` tU

d - ! 1 Am( 20 LU(,,, I . F- ti C' :• / J oi•- /  

PROJECT• 

Pier .. 

Groin len th

Bulkhead length mom 
l if 1111
I It 

MN tel 1t 1111  
1111 11 11 

1111  1111  
1111

i . 11i'l fl - T_, 1111 

max. distance offshore

dimensionsBasin, channel

ulic yards

Boat ramp dimensions

This permit is subject to compliance with this application, site

drawing and attached general and specific conditions. Any
violation of these terms may subject the permittee to a fine, 
imprisonment or civil action; and may cause the permit to be- 
come null and void. 

This permit must be on the project site and accessible to the

permit officer when the project is inspected for compliance. 

The applicant certifies by signing this permit that 1) this pro- 

ject is consistent with the local land use plan and all local

ordinances, and 2) a written statement has been obtained from

adjacent riparian landowners certifying that they have no
objections to the proposed work. 

In issuing this permit the State of North Carolina certifies that
this project is consistent with the North Carolina Coastal

Management Program. 

applicant' s signature

permit officer' s signature

ay f Cl 1` 
1 issuing date expiration date

attachments

application fee i
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NC COASTAL RESOURCES 
COMMISSION MEETING

November 9, 2023

Brian and Susan Shugart
(CRC-VR-23-05)

2206 East Yacht Drive
Oak Island, Docking Facility
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Image Source: Google Earth Imagery Date 4/17/23
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Project Site
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Pre-Development Site Photo

Project Site

Image Source: Google Earth Image Date 6/14/2019
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P

Project Site

USACE SETBACK

Image Source: Google Earth Image Date: 9/2/21

Post-Development Site Photo
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Project Site Imagery

Image taken from existing pier, looking 
South  Source: Town of Oak Island 

10/27/23
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Additional Project Site Imagery

Image taken from subject property, 
showing existing pier, looking North  

Source: Town of Oak Island 10/27/23

Image taken from existing pier, looking North  
Source: Town of Oak Island 10/27/23
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Additional Project Site Imagery

Image taken from existing pier, looking west   
Source: Town of Oak Island 10/27/23

Image taken from existing pier, looking east   
Source: Town of Oak Island 10/27/23
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Images Depicting Coastal Wetlands on Property

Coastal Wetlands on East Side of 
Property, image taken facing South

Coastal Wetlands fringe on West Side 
of pier, image taken facing South

Image Source SEGI- Dana Lutheran
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Images Depicting Neighboring Docking Facilites

Adjacent Neighboring Facility to West of 
Property, 2204 East Yacht Drive

Adjacent Neighboring Facility to East of 
Property, 2302 East Yacht Drive

Image Source SEGI- Dana Lutheran
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Image Depicting Substrate in Project Area

Image Source SEGI- Dana Lutheran
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Enlarged View of Site Plan from Major Permit Application Dated 2/23/23
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Cross Section Drawing from Major Permit 
Application dated 2/23/23
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VARIANCE CRITERIA   G.S. 113A-120.1
(a) Any person may petition the Commission for a variance granting permission to use 
the person’s land in a matter otherwise prohibited by rules or standards prescribed by 
the Commission, or orders issued by the Commission, pursuant to this Article. To qualify 
for a variance, the petitioner must show all of the following:

(1) Unnecessary hardships would result from strict application 
 of the development rules, standards, or orders.

(2) The hardships result from conditions that are peculiar to 
 the property, such as the location, size, or topography.

(3) The hardships did not result from actions taken by the petitioner.

(4) The requested variance is consistent with the spirit, purpose and 
intent of the rules, standards or orders; will secure public safety and 
welfare; and will preserve substantial justice.

(b) The Commission may impose reasonable and appropriate conditions and safeguards 
upon any variance it grants.
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